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1. Introduction and main result 

This paper is concerned with the existence of T-periodic solutions (TE R, T>0) of the 

following Hamiltonian system 

= gH'(z)+f(t). (1.1) 

Here, 

is the standard skewsymmetric matrix, z=z(t)=(p, q): R-->R TM, ~=dz/dt, H: REN--->R is 

a given Hamiltonian and f: R-->R TM is a given function which is assumed to be T- 

periodic. The functionf(t) represents a forcing term and thus periodic solutions of (I. 1) 

are called forced vibrations of the system. Here, H will be required to satisfy the 

following hypotheses. 

(H 1) H E  C2(R TM, R) 

(H2) O<H(z)<.OH'(z).z, VzER TM, Izl~R, 0<0<�89 

(H3) alz~'+~-b<-H(z)<.a'lzlq+~+b ' with l <p<~q<2p+l ,  

where a, a '>0 ,  b, b'~>0 and R> 0  are constants. H'(z)'z denotes the scalar product in 

R zu. Condition (H 2) is a usual way to express that the Hamiltonian is superquadratic 

(1) The work of the second author has been supported in part by NSF Grant MCS-8104242. 
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as [z[---~+~. (Indeed, (H2) implies an inequality H(z)>~alzl'/~ 

constants.) 

Our main result is the following. 

a and b>0 being 

THEOREM I. Let H satisfy conditions (H1)-(H3),  T>0 be given and 

f E  CI(R, R 2N) be a given T-periodic function. Then, (1.1) has infinitely many distinct 

T-periodic solutions {Zk}keN. Moreover, IlzkllS-,+ o as k---~+oo. 

The proof of this result (which was announced in [9]) will take up most of this 

paper. In the last section we derive the existence of periodic solutions for different 

kinds of perturbations from autonomous systems. 

Let us describe in a few words the principle of the method to prove Theorem 1. A 

first step is to construct critical values for the Lagrangian functional associated with the 

autonomous system (when f=0): 

= GH'(z). (1.2) 

This construction is based on a "minimax" principle which relies on the Sl-invariance 

(through time shifts of (1.2)) and "semi-Galerkin" approximation of the space. Then we 

show that the critical values so constructed are stable in a topological sense. More 

precisely, we prove that some homotopy groups of level sets associated with those 

values are not trivial and remain so under "small"  perturbations. Sharp estimates on 

the growth of the critical values are also required. Combining the preceding results and 

using Morse theory allow us to derive the existence of infinitely many critical values for 

some perturbations of the autonomous functional, thereby proving Theorem 1. In this 

argument we rely on recent results of A. Bahri [4, 5] in Morse theory that we recall 

together with their proofs in section 6. 

The method employed here is to be compared with the perturbative approach in 

critical point theory we have used in [7, 8]. There, our purpose was to study some 

perturbations of even functionals. A "stability" result for the critical values defined in 

this context was obtained with a view to solving problems of the type -Au=g(u)+h(x) 

in r ,  u=0 on a~ ,  where h E L2(f~) is given, Q c R  N is a bounded domain and g: R---~R is 

odd and superlinear. (See also A. Bahri [6] for related results.) 

In a separate paper [10], we study the case of some separable Hamiltonians: 

H(p,q)=~lql2+Vfp). This leads to a second order differential system of the type 

ii+V'(x) = h(t), x(t)ER N. (1.3) 
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With no restriction on the growth of V(x) (l) we show in [10] the existence of infinitely 

many periodic solutions by combining the methods developed here with different kinds 

of estimates. 

Many works in the literature consider the particular case f=0,  where (1. I) reduces 

to the autonomous Hamiltonian system (1.2). In the context of a superquadratic H, 

existence of  free  vibrations for (1.2) (i.e. non-constant T-periodic solutions for any 

given T>0) has been established in the recent years by Rabinowitz [29, 30, 33] and 

Benci-Rabinowitz [14]. The reader is also referred to the work of Ekeland [18] for an 

approach to (1.2) that uses convex analysis. (In the course of the proof of Theorem 

1--see section 3--we will also have the occasion to derive the existence of free 

vibrations for (1.2).) The most general result in this direction is due to Rabinowitz [33] 

who shows the existence of a free vibration(E) in (1.2) under condition (HE) and 
HE CI(R 2N, R). 

The methods employed in the above works do not seem to extend to the non- 

autonomous problem (1.1). In fact, Theorem 1 appears to be of a new type of result. 

Indeed, even the existence of at least one periodic solution of (1.1), for any givenfwas 

an open problem. (Compare for instance Fu~ik [23], Ekeland [19, 20] and the works 

previously mentioned.) 

For different classes of non-autonomous superquadratic Hamiltonian systems a 

few partial results are known. In [29] Rabinowitz shows the existence of one periodic 

solution for a system of the type $= g/dz(t, z). There, H(t, z) is T-periodic in t and is such 

that II?t(t,z)-H(z)l is bounded in the norm of Cl(RxR 2N, R)(3). A much more general 

version of this result will be derived in the last section of the present paper. We show 

for instance that if H satisfies (H 1), (H2) and has polynomial growth when Izl--->+ co, 

then the system ~= g/~rz(t, z) possesses infinitely many T-periodic solutions. 

When the Hamiltonian is subquadratic rather than superquadratic, the problem is 

of a different nature. The reader is referred to the works of Clarke-Ekeland [16] and 

Rabinowitz [31] for the existence of "subharmonic forced vibrations". Lastly, the 

limiting case, when H is exactly quadratic as Izl--,+ ~ has been studied by Amann and 

Zehnder [2, 3] who prove the existence of non-trivial solutions under "non-resonance" 

(1) VE CE(R N, R)just verifies an assumption like (H 2) on R N. 
(2) The existence of free vibrations for some nonlinear wave equations in one spatial dimension has 

also been obtained by Rabinowitz [28] and Br~zis, Coron and Nirenberg [15]. 
(3) Another result for systems of this kind is mentioned in [31] under different hypotheses. When 

specialized to (1.1) for instance, these hypotheses mean that f~0. 
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type assumpt ions .  As for  (1.1) with a superquadrat ic  H,  the only previously known 

result  is due to Ekeland [20] (see also [19]). Under  somewhat  different conditions on H,  

he proved that  for  IlfllL,~0,~ sufficiently small, (1.1) possesses  at least  two solutions. 
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2. Functional f ramework 

From now on we assume  that T=2~r which obviously  causes  no loss in the generality.  

(Indeed,  a scale change in t ime reduces  the prob lem to this case.) In the following, 2:r- 

periodic functions on R will be thought  of  as functions defined on S I=R/2nZ .  We will 

work in the space  E=(Hv2(Sl)) 2N. Recall  that  HI/2(SI) is a fractional order  Sobolev 

space obtained by  interpolation between L2(S 1) and Ht(St). (See L ions -Magenes  [25] 

or Adams  [l].) Equivalent ly,  HI/2(S1) can be identified as the complet ion of  C~ 1) 

under  the norm 

+oc 

2 Ilzll,,,,2s, = (I + Ikl)takl z (2.1) 
-or 

where z(t)=2_+~ ake ikt is the F o u r i e r  series expans ion  of  z. It  is well known that 

H1/2(S 1) is embedded  with a compact injection into Lr(S ~) for any finite r~>l. 

The scalar  p roduc t  in (L2(Sl)) 2N will be denoted ( , ): 

( v , w )  = v . w d t  

where v w is the product  in R 2N, The  scalar  product  ( , ) extends  natural ly  as the 
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duality pairing between E and E'=(H-1/2(S1))2N. (One identifies (L2(SI)) 2N with its 

dual.) Thus, for any z E E ,  the action integral ~A(z) is well defined, where 

A(z) = (~, ~z). 

It will often prove to be convenient in the sequel to identify R 2N with C N through 

the isomorphism 

(Pl . . . . .  PN, qt . . . . .  qN) ER2N ~ (pl+iqt . . . . .  pN+iqN)EC N. 

Thus, multiplication by fi in R 2N is replaced by multiplication by the scalar i in C N. 

Similarly, functions into R 2N will often be thought of as functions valued in C N. Both 

the real and the complex notations will be used in an interchangeable way in the 

following. 

Since we will need some "semi-finite" dimensional approximation, we introduce 

the classical orthogonal basis associated with A. The eigenspaces of the operator z---~-g~ 

in E consist of the subspaces CN{e ikt} w h e r e  k E Z. Let E~" be the span of these eigen- 

spaces for j<<-k<~m and set Em=Em~, E+=E~, E - = E  -1 and E~ N. Then 

E=E+E)E-~E  ~ and A is positive (resp. negative) definite on E § (resp. on E-). If 

z = z + + z - + z  ~ denotes the decomposition of z along E=E+~)E-~)E ~ we define the 

norm in E as 

Ilzll 2 =A(Z+)-A(z-)+ Iz~ (2.2) 

This norm is a Hilbert norm and is easily checked to be equivalent to the norm induced 

on E by I1 11,,l,2 s,)defined in (2.1). 

For z E E, the Lagrangian associated with (1.1) is 

fo 2~r I(z) =IA(z) -  H ( z ) d t - ( f , z ) .  

The 2er-periodic solutions of (1.1) are the critical points o f / o n  E. Indeed it will be seen 

later on that the critical points of I on E actually are in (L~(S1)) zN and in fact are C 1 

classical solutions of (1. I). Similarly, solutions of the autonomous Hamiltonian system 

(1.2) are the critical points in E of the Lagrangian 

I*(z) =�89 H(z) dt. [] 
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3. S~-action and free vibrations 

An element of  S ~ will be denoted either by e ~ or by r (r E R/2atZ). The group St=R/2~rZ 

acts naturally on E by (T~ z)(t)=z(t+r). Notice that T~ z=z, Vr E R/2atZ, just means that 

z E E ~ This action leaves invariant each subspace E~ of E. We recall that S ~ also acts 

on odd dimensional spheres S 2k-~, k E N * = N \ { 0 }  in the following standard way: 

Identify S 2k-1 with {r r ~=ll~il 2=1} through the same identifica- 

tion R2k-----Ck as in section 2 above. Then, for ei~ and ~ES zk-! define 

Tor176162176162 . . . . .  ei~ I 'or 2k-~. A mapping h:s2k-L--~E is said to be 

equivariant if h o ~ = T ~ o h  for all e i~s~ ,  and similarly for a mapping 
h: s 2 k - l " - > s 2 k ' - I  (k, k' E N*). 

A crucial property of  the action T~ that will be used later is the following result 

which extends Borsuk's theorem to the S~-action. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let  j and k be integers with l<~j<~k. There does not exist 
any continuous mapping h:SZk-L-+S 2j-I such that h(ei~176 V~ES 2k-I, 

Ve i~ E S I where n E N \ { 0 }  is any f ixed integer. 

For an elegant proof of this proposition, we refer the reader to Nirenberg [27]. (See 

also the proofs in Benci [12] and in FadelI-Rabinowitz [22].) Further extensions of the 

Borsuk theorem are developed in [21, 22, 27]. Note that as a particular case of 

Proposition 3.1 we see that there is no continuous mapping: s 2 k - I - - > S  2 j - l  which is 

equivariant when k>j. Actually, we require the following slightly more general state- 

ment. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let  j, kEN*, l<~j<k. There does not exist any continuous 

mapping h: s2k-L-*S 2j-1 such that 

�9 in20~ .~x injO h(ei~176 e n2tg) . . . . .  e hj(~)) 

for  all r  2k-! and all e i~  1, where 

h~(r . . . . .  hj<r h(r  (h~(r . . . . .  hj<O) ES z-n 

and nl, ..., nj E N* are arbitrarily given. 

Proof  o f  Proposition 3.2. Suppose such an h exists. Let to=l-l~=l ni and toi=w/ni. 

Define t~:S2k-~--~S ~-~ by setting /~(r162 and t~s(r162162 
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Ihs(~)l]cos(t~s(~)=O if hs(~)=O) for l<~s<~j. Then t~=s2k-L.-~S ~-I is continuous and 

satisfies 

]~(ei~ ---- eit~176 V~ES 2k-l, Vei~  1. (3 .1 )  

Since (3.1) is impossible by Proposition 3.1, the proof is complete. [] 

An essential feature of I* in the following construction is its invariance under the 

S~-action: 

I*(T~z)= I*(z), Vr~R/2~rZ. 

We adapt to the present framework the method of Krasnosel'skii [24, Chapter VI] 

which concerned critical points of  even functionals. Here, the SLaction will play the 

role assumed by the Z/2Z-action in the even case. We use a "semi-Galerkin" method, 

that is, we first construct critical values for l*le ~ and we then obtain critical values for 
I* on E by letting m---~ + oo. 

Define a set of mappings and a family of sets in E m for m E N*, k E N, k<~m- 1 by 

letting: 

~(m(k)-- {h:  s2Nm--2k--1--~gm~{o); h is continuous and equivariant 

with respect to the SLaction}. 

~m(k)= {A'--Em\{o}; A=h(SE1Vm-2k-I), hE~gm(k)}. 

We now let 

Cm(k)= sup minl*(z). (3.2) 
A E~m(k) zEa 

For the next result, weaker assumptions than (H 1) and (H 3) will suffice. In particular, 

(H 3) will be replaced here by 

(H4) H(z)<~a'lzlq+l+b ', ' r  2'v 

where q > l ,  and a ' ,  b '>0  are some constants. 

Let  us recall that (H 2) implies that H is superquadratic at infinity, that is: 

H(z)>~alz~'+l-b, V z E R  2N (3.3) 

where p +  1 = 1/0, (p> 1), and a, b>0  are constants. Thus, the difference with (H 3) is that 

no restriction is imposed here on p and q. Without loss of generality we may assume in 

the following that H(0)--0 so that I*(0)--0. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose H E C~(R 2N, R) satisfies (H 2) and (H 4). Then 

(i) Vk<~m - 1, O<-c,,(k - 1)~<cm(k)<~. 

(ii) For any kEN,  there exist O~l,(k)<~v(k)< + ~ ~ and v are independent o f  m) 

such that 

Vm >I k+ 1, l~(k) <<- cm(k) <- v(k) and lim #(k) = + ~ .  
k---} +~ 

(iii) /~(k) and v(k) only depend on the constants p, q, a', b', a and b in (3.3) and 

(H4). ~(k) and v(k) do not depend'on the particular H satisfying (H 2) and (H 4).) 

Proof o f  Proposition 3.3. Proof of (i). Given any A E~lm(k-1), there exists 

A'E~i,,,(k) with A ' ~ A .  Indeed, think of S zNm-zk-1 as standardly imbedded in 

S 2Nm-zk+~ so that S 2N'-2k-i  is invariant under the S ~ action on S 2Nm-2k+l. 

Now let A=h(S  2Nm-2k+~) with hE~,, ,(k-1).  Clearly, the restriction of h to 

S 2Nm-2k-1 belongs to ~m(k) and thus A'=h(SZNm-2k-t) EMm(k). It follows that 

cm(k- 1)~<c,,,(k). 

Choose any A E ~/m(k) (in the proof of (ii) below we indeed check that ~lm(k) is not 

empty). For any real r>O, rA E Sgm(k). Therefore, 

cm(k ) >I rain I*(z). 
zEtA 

Letting r',~0, yields cm(k)>-O. Lastly, that cm(k) is finite will be shown in the next 

argument. 

Proof of (ii) and (iii). By (3.3) and (H4), 

Let 

alzl p+I - b  ~ a(z) ~ a'lzl q+~ +b ' .  

dO(z) = ~A(z) - a' fjf~ Izl q+l 

ff ~(z) =�89 Izl ~+~. 

(1) 

Hence 

�9 (z)-2zrb' ~< l*(z) <~ W(z)+2z~b 

(1) F r o m  n o w  on  the  m e a s u r e  dt  is u n d e r s t o o d  in in tegra l s  over  [0, 2z~]. 
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and thus 

where 

ym(k)-2Jtb' <- cm(k) ~ 6,n(k)+2ztb (3.4) 

(~m(k): sup minW(z) (3.5) 
A ~am(k) z~A 

Ym(k) = sup min ~(z). (3.6) 
aEMm(k) zEA 

To prove the existence of v(k) (thus also showing cm(k) to be finite) we require the 

following consequence of Proposition 3.2. 

LEMMA 3.4. For any A E Mm(Nk), one has 

A fl E k + l  ~ ( ~ .  

Proof of  Lemma 3.4. Let AEMm(Nk), i.e. A=h(S 2N(m-k)-l) with hE~m(Nk).  

Suppose A flEk+ l=O. 

For z E E, j fi N, we denote Qjz = (I/2~r) So ~ z(t) e-Ut, Qjz E C N is the j th coefficient 

in the Fourier series expansion of z. It is easily seen that 

Qj(T~z) =e~ (3.7) 

Since ANEk+I=Q and 0CA, at least one of the coefficients Qjz is not zero, with 

k+2<.j<.m. Therefore, setting 

o(z) = (IQk + z(z)l 2+... + lQm(z)[ 2)-1/2 (Qk + :(z) . . . . .  Qm(z) ) , 

a is well defined, continuous on A and o:A-->S :N('n-k-l)-l. Now let /~=ooh; 

~:S2N('~-k)-I---~S 2N(m-k-1)-l. Using (3.7), and writing /~=(/~k+2 . . . . .  /~m), we see 

that/~ verifies 
]~( eiOr ) _ _i(k + 2) O C t ~-~ -- ( e  ttk+2[ta) . . . . .  eimO]lm(~) ) 

for all ~ES zN(m-k)-I and ei~ ~. But this is impossible by Proposition 3.2. The 

proof of Lemma 3.4 is complete. [] 

Proof o f  the existence of  v(k). Since cm(k-1)<-cm(k), it suffices to show that for 

each k, and each m>-k+l, cm(Nk)<~v(Nk). By Lemma 3.4 we know that each 

A E Mm(Nk) intersects E k+ 1. Hence, for all A E Mm(Nk) 

min ~(z) ~ max ~(z) 
zEA zEE *+l 
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whence 

Now, for z E E  k+l, one has 

Therefore, for z EE k+l, 

CSm(Nk ) ~ max W(z). (3.8) 
zEE k+l 

A (Z) <~ (k + 1)Ilzll~r 

2 p+l  
W(z) <~ ((k+ 1)/2)IlzllL2t0,2~)-allzllLp+,~0,2~). (3.9) 

Since the right hand side of (3.9) is bounded from above independently of z E E~§ we 

conclude, using (3.4), (3.8) and (3.9) that cm(Nk)<~v(Nk). Whence, 

c,n(k)<~v(k)<oo, VkEN, Wm>~k+l. 

It is clear from the preceding argument that v(k) only depends on p (that is on 0 E (0, �89 

a and b. [] 

Proof of  the existence of  g(k). We now construct a particular set A E ~m(k). This 

will show incidentally that ~m(k) is not empty and thus that c,,,(k) is well defined. Let 

k = Nko-  ! with ko, ! E N, 0~<l<N. For fl = ~ !  ... . .  fit) E C t, write fl = ~1 .. . . .  ill, 0 .. . . .  0) so 

that flEC N and ClcC N. For f l=(ole i~ ..... QNeiON)ECN, (•1, ...,pN~0) and jEN,  we 

use the notation: 

( ~ = ( 0 1 e  ~/~ ... . .  0Ne/~~ 

An element r E S 2Nm-zk-1 will be written as 

r162 ... . .  ~m) with r ~ for ko+l<-j<-N 

and ~koE Ct~C N, Ejmko I ;IZ= 1. Now set 

m 

h(~) (t) = ( 1 / ~  E (~j)jj-l/z eiJ,. 
j=k  o 

Thus, h:S2Nm-2k-1---~E'~o\{O}cEm\{o } is a continuous mapping. Since (ei~ j= 

ei2~ j, it is clear that h(ei~162162 that is h is equivariant. Thus, hElm(k)  
and A=h(S 2Nm-2k-l) verifies A 6 ~/,,(k)4:~. Furthermore, by construction, 

h(~) E S= {z E E; A(z)= I }. 
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For any zES, let 2(z)={a'(q+l)S~)zlq+l} -I/(q-1). This choice of A=2(z) maxi- 

mizes the function g ~ ( > I z )  when A(z)= I. Therefore, 

( /-2# "I -2/(q- D 
6p[2(z)z]=[(q-1)/2(q+l)]la'(q+l)J ~ ,zlq+' J (3.10) 

Observe that 2(z) is invariant under the S~-action: 2(T,z)=A(z). Let us now set 

/~(~)=2[h(r h(~). Clearly, /~ is continuous and equivariant under the SI-action. Let 
A=/~(S 21vm-2k-t) so that 3, EMm(k). Then, 

7re(k) >t min *(z). (3.1 1) 
zEA 

Since h(~) E S AE~0, V~ E S 2N~-2k- l, we derive from (3.1 1) 

y,,(k)~> rain ~(2(z)z). 
zES n E~ o 

Hence, using (3.10) we obtain 

f fz~ "1-2/(q-l) 
7m(k)~>ymin{ | [zl q+'} (3.12) 

z~Sko l. 3o J 

for all m>~k+l, kEN*; ),>0 is some constant, and Sk0 denotes Sko=SA(E~~ • 

It just suffices to observe that the right hand side in (3.12) goes to + oo as k--)+ oo. 

By Hflder ' s  inequality, one has 

IlzllL +, Ilzll  llzll : (3.13) 

for any r such that 2 < q +  l < r < ~  and where 

a=(2r-2q-2)(rq+r-2q-2)  -l (0<a<l ) .  

Furthermore, since for zESAE+=SI, one has A(z)=llzll~=l, and since E~L~(SI), 
there exists Cr>O such that 

Ilzltv< c, llzll =q, Vz S nE +. (3.14) 

We also know that 

fo 2~[zl2<~kol A(z)<~ko I, VzESko. (3.15) 
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Noticing that a---~ 2(q + 1)- 1 as r---~ + oo, (3.13)- (3.15) yield that for any e>0, there exists 

a constant C,>0 such that 

fO 2xlzl q+l ~ C~k -~ Vz (3.16) ESko. 

Therefore, it follows from (3.13) and (3.16) that Ve>0, there exists 7,>0 (7~ only 

depends on e>0, a' and q) such that 

cm(k ) >>- 7~ k[2/(q- I ) ] - e  _ 2xb'. (3.17) 

Let us choose l~(k)=Tkl/~q-l~_2arb, where ~ is the constant ),, in (3.17) corresponding 

to e=l/(q-1). Then/t(k)---~oo as k--~oo and cm(k)>-l~(k). Moreover, this holds uniformly 

for any Hamiltonian H satisfying (H4). 

The proof of Proposition 3.3 is thereby complete. [] 

Remark 3.5. It will be seen in section 7 that the estimate (3.17) on the growth of 

C,n(k) as k---~ + o0 can be much improved, at least along a subsequence of indices k. [] 

By letting m---~+oo, we will not derive from the C,n(k) the existence of critical 

values of I*. 

THEOREM 3.6. Suppose HE CI(R 2N, R) satisfied (H2) and (H4). Then, problem 

= gH'(z) (1.2) 

possesses at least one non-constant 2~-periodic solution. 

Remark 3.7. As we pointed out in the introduction, Theorem 3.6 is weaker than the 

result of Rabinowitz [33] where only (H2) is being assumed. We only indicate this 

theorem here because it is a natural byproduct of our method. Note also that the 

method we use here is quite different from the ones of [33] and of all the other related 

works quoted in section 1. [] 

Proof of Theorem 3.6. We will show the existence of an infinite family (Zk)keN of 

2at-periodic solutions of (1.2) such that l*(Zk)-*oo as k---~oo. Observing that if z is a 

constant solution of (1.2), then I* is bounded from above by some constant, the 

existence of one non-constant 2~r-periodic solution readily follows. Notice that it is not 

asserted, and actually not true in general, that zk has 2Jr as a minimal period. Let us 

also remark that because of the possibility of dividing the period, the statement of 

Theorem 3.6 obviously implies the existence of infinitely many 2~-periodic solutions. 
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The proof of Theorem 3.6 will be divided into three steps: 

(a) a truncation procedure of Rabinowitz, 

(b) passage to the limit as m---~ + oo, 

(c) conclusion. 
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and 

Furthermore, one has 

Define 

wR(r)=l if r<<.R and wR(r)=O if r>~R+l. (3.18) 

HR(Z) = toR(lzl) n(z)+(1-toR(lzl)) (a'lzlq+ l + b ') (3.19) 

b' and are given by (H4). There exists ~J, 0<0<~0< 1 and C>O such that where a' ,  q 

HR(z) <~ OH'R(Z)" z+C, Vz E R 2N, (3.20) 

with 0 and C independent ofR>~l. (A straightforward calculation shows that it suffices 

to choose 0=max (0, 1/(q+ 1)) with an adequate C>0.) Let us now define the truncated 

functional 

f) I~(z) =�89 nR(z). 

We require the following lemma. 

LENNA 3.8. For all fl>0 there exists y=y(fl)>0 such that for all R>~I and zEE 

satisfying (I~)' (z)=0, I~(z)<~fl, one has z EL~(S l) and IIzlIL__~,(B). 

Proof of  Lemma 3.8. From ~= g/-/~(z), we know that 

I-IR(Z(t)) is independent of tER.  (3.21) 

fO :t (~, gz) =A(z) -  H'R (z)'z 

�89 fo 2~ HR(Z) <<- ft. 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(a) A truncation procedure of  Rabinowitz. We use here the same type of trunca- 

tion as the one introduced in Rabinowitz [29]. Let R~>I be a real number. Consider a 

function coREC~176 + ~ )  such that 0~<coR~<l, coj~(r)~<0 on R+ and 
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Using (3.20) in (3.22) and (3.23), we derive 

So ~HR(z) c~. <~ 

Then, using (3.21) and (3.3), we obtain 

[[ZHL~ <~ 7 = Cfl vtp+l) +C. (3.24) 

Here and henceforth, C will denote generically various positive constants. Thus, ~(fl) is 

independent of R>~ 1. Later on, in section 5, we shall derive similar estimates in a more 

general situation. [] 

(b) Passage to the limit as m--~ + oo. In the appendix, we prove in a more general 

setting that I$ satisfies the following Palais-Smale type condition. 

CONDITION (P.S). For any b E R  and any sequence (Zj)jeN, zjEE, such that 

I$(zj)<-b and (l~)'(zj)E---> 0 there exists a convergent subsequence of  (zj) in E. 

For each m E N, the restriction of I,~ to E"  also satisfies the condition (P.S) in E m. 

Furthermore, I$ satisfies the following slightly different condition introduced by A. 

Bahri [6]: 

CONDITION (P.S)*. Let Fm be the restriction o f  l~ to E m. For any b E R  and any 

sequence (Zm)m e N with Zm E E m, Fm(Zm)<~b, [[/:m (Zm )[[~em),-->O,there exists a conver- 

gent subsequence of  (Zm) in E. 

The proofs are given in the appendix. We require the last condition in order to use a 

"semi-Galerkin" approximation of E by E m as m--> + oo. 

For R~>I, let us now define 

Cm,R(k) = sup minl$ (Z). (3.25) 
a E.~tm(k) zEA 

Since the constants 0 and C in (3.20) and q, a ' ,  b' in (H4) do not depend on R > I ,  we 

know by Proposition 3.3 that 

/~(k)~Cm, R(k)~v(k),  VR>~I, VkEN*, Vm~>k+l. (3.26) 

Here, v(k) is associated with the constants 0 and C in (3.20) rather than with 0 and C of 

(H2). Notice that H also satisfies (3.20) so that cm(k)<~v(k). 
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LEMMA 3.9. For any k>~l and m ~ k + l  such that kt(k)>0, Cm, R(k) is a critical 

value ofF. , ,  the restriction of I~ to E.,, for any R>~I. 

This fact is derived in very much the same way as in the case of critical point 

theory for every functionals. The reader is referred to e.g. Krasnosel'skii [24] or 

Rabinowitz [32] for results in this direction. A "deformation lemma" tailored for a 

functional which has an sl-invariance (rather than the Z/2Z-invariance of even func- 

tionals) is detailed in Benci [13] and could easily be adapted to the present framework. 

When HE C2(R 2N, R), this deformation lemma, however, is not needed. Since they are 

classical, we omit the details of the proofs here. Let us just indicate a few remarks 

concerning the way to prove Lemma 3.9 when H is of class C2: 

(i) Then, I~ is a C 2 functional on E. Notice that without further restrictions on the 

growth of H'(z) as it is not even known that I* is of class C l on E. Indeed, E is 

not embedded in L~176 Note however that I* is of class C 2 on E n L  ~~ 

(ii) The gradient flow generated by I~ in E (or by Fm in E.,) is equivariant with 

respect to the Sl-action on E (or Em). 
(iii) It is required that bt(k)>0 because I~(0)=0. (Recall that we always assume 

H(0)=0.) This allows one to consider deformations along gradient lines in E \ { 0 }  (or 

E . , ~ { 0 ) ) .  [] 

By (3.26), for any R~>I, and any fixed kEN* such that/~(k)>0, the sequence 

{Cm,R(k)}m has a convergent subsequence (along a sequence m=mj---~+~) to some 

XR(k) with O<lu(k)<~XR(k)<.v(k)<~. Since by Lemma 3.9, Cm, R(k) is a critical value of 

Fro, it follows at once from (P.S)* that xR(k) is a critical value of I~. 

(c) Conclusion. We now show that for any kEN* with/~(k)>0, there exists a 

critical value of I* in [~(k), v(k)]. This obviously yields Theorem 3.6 since/~(k)---~oo as 

k---.~. Let us choose R>0 such that R>),(v(k)), where y(.) is given in Lemma 3.8. 

Let Zk be a critical point of I~ associated with the critical value xR(k). 

Then, I~(zk)=xR(k)<~v(k) and (l~)'(Zk)=O. Hence, by Lemma 3.8, one has 

IIzllL| Therefore I~(z)=I*(z) for z in a neighborhood of zk in E N L =. This 

implies that (I*)'(zD=0 and ZR(k) is a critical value of /*  (on the space ENL=) as soon 

as R>~,(v(k)). 

The proof of Theorem 3.6 is thereby complete. [] 

Remark 3.10. There are two reasons for introducing the truncation I~ and reason- 

ing with it rather than directly with I*. Firstly, as we already said, I* needs not be in 

general a Ct-functional on E. Nevertheless, if z E L  ~176 then (I*)'(z) is clearly well 
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defined. This was for instance the case with Z=Zk in the preceding argument. Another 

reason is that even if I* were to be a CLfunctional in E, it is not clear in general that I* 

satisfies a condition of the type Palais-Smale. The truncated functional I~ however is 

shown in the appendix to verify such conditions. [] 

4. Stability of a non-trivial homotopy group 

Throughout the remaining of the paper, we use the following notations for level sets of 

a functional (p: E-->R, where a E R and m E N: 

[q~ ~> a] = {zEE; qg(z)~a) 

[q) ~ a] m = [~7 ~ a] N E" = {z E E m} ; qg(z) ~ a}. 

The purpose of this section is to derive the next result which plays a crucial role in the 

proof of Theorem I. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let q~ E C~ R) be a continuous functional invariant under the S 1 

action on E. Let bin(k)E R be the numbers defined by 

bm(k)= sup min~(z) 
A ~ ~/,n(k) zEA 

where re, kEN*, m ~ k + l .  Suppose that for some e>0 and some m,k, bm(k-1)+e 

<bm(k)-e<oo. Then, for any set WcEm satisfying 

[qJ >I bin(k- l)+e]m ~ W ~ [tp ~> bm(k)-e]m 

there exists Xo E W such that the homotopy group o f  order 2 N m - 2 k -  1 of  W with base- 

point Xo is not triuial: 

H2Nm_2k_I(W, Xo) :~ O. 

Remark 4.2. The order of the homotopy group in Theorem 4.1 coincides exactly 

with the dimension of the spheres used for the computation of bin(k). [] 

Remark 4.3. Theorem 4. I is a kind of "stability" property for the critical values 

bin(k) in the following heuristic sense. Suppose q~=l* E C2(E, R) and H satisfies (H 2) 

and (H4). Then bm(k)=cm(k) where cm(k) is defined in (3.2) and cm(k)>~(k) with 

~t(k)---~oo as k---~. Hence, inequalities like cm(k-1)+e<cm(k)-e, e>0, hold for infinite- 

ly many indices m and k. Then, if t is but a small perturbation from I*, one expects the 
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level sets of i to be "not  too far apart" from those of I*. More precisely, one expects to 

have inclusions of the type 

[ I*  >I c m ( k -  1)-t-e] m Z3 [ i F  ak] m ::3 [1" ~ c m ( k ) - e ]  m 

for some ak E R. From Theorem 4.1 we then see that certain homotopy groups of the 

level sets [~f~>ak],~ are not trivial. This, in turn, will imply the existence of critical 

values for the perturbed functional ] as will be seen later on, in sections 7-9. [] 

Remark 4.4. The result of Theorem 4.1 is to be compared with a related theorem of 

Krasnosel'skii [24, Chapter VI] in the framework of even functionals on spheres. (See 

also Bahri-Berestycki [7, Theorem 3.1].) Indeed, let S c H  be the unit sphere of an 

infinite dimensional Hilbert space H. Let jEC1(S, R) be an even functional which is 

bounded from below on S. Define 

~'k = inf maxJ(x) 
AEM k xEA 

where Mk={AcS; A=g(S k-l) with g odd and continuous}. Then, for ~k_l+e<yk--e 

and WcS such that 

{xE S: J(x) <... ~k_l+e} ~ W c {xE S;J(x) <~ ),k-e} 

one can show that W is not contractible to a point within the set {xES; J(x)<~k-e}. 

Actually, one can show that I-Ik(W, Xo)4=O for some xoE W. For more details, we refer 

the reader to [7, Remark 3.5] (see also Conner-Floyd [17]). [] 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We argue by contradiction and we suppose that 

l ' I x N m _ 2 k _ l ( W ,  Xo) = 0,  VX 0 E W. (4.1) 

By definition of bin(k), there exists A E Mm(k) such that Ac[cp>~bm(k)-e]m. Whence, 

there exists h:SENm-Ek-1-->Em~{o}, h being continuous and Sl-equivariant, and 

such that 

h(S 2Nm-Ek-l) = A ~ W. 

Since we assumed (4.1), h is null homotopic in W. There 

U: [0, 1] • satisfying 

U(0,~) = h(~), V~ES 2Nm-2k-1 (4.2) 

exists a deformation 

I 1-848289 Acta Mathematica 152. Imprim6 le 29 mai 1984 
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U(1, ~) = Xo, V~ ~ S 2Nm-zk-I (4.3) 

U(t,~o) =Xo, VtE[0, 1] (4.4) 

for some (arbitrarily) fixed exelements xoEA and ~o~S 2Nm-2k-1. Let us now show 

that one can use such a deformation U to construct a continuous and SLequivariant 
mapping/~: s2Nm- 2(k-1)-l"-'~[q3~bm(k - 1)+e]m. 

An element ~ES 2N''-2~k-l)-! will be written as ~=(~,r/) with ~EC Nm-k, t/EC 

and I lZ+lr/IZ--1. Define 0r if ~ . 0  and r / .0 ;  /~(~,0)=h(~) 

if r/=0, 1r and /~(0,r/)=T~x0 for r [r/l=l. Then, it is easily checked using 

(4.2), (4.3) and that h is equivariant under the Sl-action (e.g. Z,7/i,71h(e/r162162162 
that /~ is continuous. From the definition of /~ it is straightforward as well to 

see that h(ei~162176162 That is, /~ is SLequivariant. Lastly, since 

U([0, 1]xs2Nm-2k-1)=W, and W=[qg>~bm(k-1)+e]m, we obtain: 

~(S 2Nm-Ek+ l) t- [fff ~ bin(k- l)+e] m. (4.5) 

Indeed, q0 being invariant under the S ~ action, the set on the fight hand side of (4.5) is 

invariant. Now, since /~E~m(k-1), the set t~=]~(S 2Nm-Ek+l) belongs to the class 

~t,,,(k-1). But we know from (4.5) that 

m!nq~ >bin(k- 1) 
A 

which is impossible as it violates the definition of bm(k- l) as a sup. 

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is thereby complete. [] 

5. Some truncation procedures 

Some truncations will be required later on for technical purposes. We explicate these 

here and we derive some estimates. Throughout this section, we assume that H 

satisfies (H l ) - ( H  3). 

First, we require the same truncation procedure of Rabinowitz [29] that we have 

already recalled in section 3. Let oR be as in section 3 and HR be defined by (3.18) and 

(3.19) for R~>l. We know that HR verifies 

HR(Z) <~ OH'R(z)'z+C, VzER TM (3.20) 

where 0 E (0,�89 and C>0 do not depend on R~> 1. The only motivation for this truncation 

is that since HR(Z)=a'lzlq+l+b ' for IZ[ large, the truncated functional 
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I~ (z) = ~A (z) - fjo2'~HR(z) 

is of class C 2 in E and verifies the conditions (P.S), (P.S)m(1) and (P.S)* (see the 

appendix and section 3 above). 

We now introduce a second truncation concerning the term (f, z) in l(z). Let Z be a 

C~-function: R*--,R such that Z(s)=l,  Vs--<l, Z(s)=0, Vs~2 and Z'(s)<~O, Vs~>0. Set 

s for Q~>I. Then Xe has the following properties: 

~o E C~(R +, R) (5.1) 

0~<:~o~<l , ~e(s).~.0, Vs~>0 (5.2) 

~o(s)=l, Vs~<0 and )~e(s)=0, Vs/>2Q. (5.3) 

~;(s)" s I ~< mo, Vs 1> 0, (5.4) 

where m0>0 is a constant independent of Q~I. Now let 

for ~>~1 and zEE, (p is defined in (H3)). For Q~>I, R>~I, we define the truncated 

functional Ik, e: E--,R by 

IR,o(z) = �89 - --~2'~ H.(Z)-)~ e(z) (f, z ). 
.Io 

We also set 

IR(z) = IACz)- ff HR(z)- (f, z). 

Notice that if Ilzll,r<R and Ilzl~+?,<e, one has IR, e(z)=l(z). On the other hand, if 
+1 Ilzl~+~>2Q, one has In, o(z)=I~(z). The reason for introducing the cut-off function 

Xe(z) is to allow one to get certain precise estimates on the size of the perturbation 

II?~(z)-IR, e(z)l as will be clear in the conclusion of the proof (see sections 8 and 9) (2). 

(~) (P.S)m is the same condition as (P.S) but refers to the restriction to the subspace E ~ rather than to 
the functional in the whole space E. 

(2) Observe that  I~-In is unbounded on E. 
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In the sequel, for any functional q0: E---~R, we will denote by 1~i9 r n =  q01emitS restriction 

to Em. The next three lemmas contain the estimates that will be required later on. 

LEMMA 5.1. tI~(z)--IR.e(Z)l<<_fQt/~~ where C>0 is a constant,  for  all R>~I, 

Q>>-I and z E E .  

LEMMA 5.2. There exists two constants a>0,  fl>-O such that for  any Q~ I and for  

any R>~I, one has the fol lowing property. I f  z is a critical point  o f  IR, e such that 

IR, e(z)<-ap-fl ,  then z is a critical point  o f  lR. Similarly, i f  for  m > - 1, z E E m is such that 

ImR, o(z)<-aO-fl and (I~,) '(z)=0, then (I~)'(z)=0. 

LEMMA 5.3. Let  p0~l be given. There exists Ro(Qo)~>l such that for  any Q, 

I~<Q~<Ro, and R>-Ro(Qo) the fol lowing holds, where a and fl are given by L e m m a  5.2: 

Any critical point  z o f  In, e such that IR, e(z)<-ap-fl ,  is a critical point o f  I; z E L ~, and 

I=IR, e on a neighborhood o f  z in E f l L  ~ 

The remaining of this section is devoted to the proofs of these three estimates 

which are essentially technical. 

P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  5.1. By (5.3), Zo(z)=0 whenever [Izl[L,+,>(2~) ~/~~ Thus, since 

Ze~ <1, one has 

112 (z)-In,e(z)l ~<z01tfllL.Ilzll~,+, ~< co~/~+l) 

in all cases, where s - l + ( p + l ) - l = l .  [] 

Proo f  o f  L e m m a  5.2. In all the following, as usual, C denotes generically the 

various positive constants that will be called. Let z be a critical point of IR such that 

IR, e(Z)<~C~. That is, 

( IR, o)' (Z) = -- ~ - -  H'R(Z)-- To(z) = 0, (5.6) 

where 

T~(z) =~0 +1 (llzl~+z) ~P+ 1) (f,z) Izl'-'z+z~z)f. 

The expression of (IR, e)' in (5.6) means that we have identified LZ(S1) TM with its own 

dual space and thus, the duality pairing between E and E' is defined by ( , ). Let us 

estimate I(T~(z), z)[. Using [(f, z)[~ < IlfllL s IlZllL~+~and (5.4), we ob ta in  

- (p+l)  p+l I < TO (z). z > l ~< CllzllLp+z IlztlLp+lllzllL.,+Cllzll~,+,. 
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I< Z~ (z), z>l~ CIIzllL.+~. (5.7) 

From (IR, e)'(z)=0 and Ig, e(Z)<~<~a~--fl, where a and fl will be determined later on, 
we get 

A(z) - H,~ (z)- z -  ( 1; (z), z ) = 0 (5.8) 

�89 Hn (z)<-O+fllzllL.l. (5.9) 

Subtracting (5.8) (after multiplication by ~) from (5.9) yields: 

~ 2~ 1 r 
{~H'R (Z) " Z--HR (Z)} dt <~ 6 + CIIzll,:+,. 

Using (3.20) we deduce 

[(20) - l -  1] fo2" " R  (z)dt <- ~+ C+CllzlIL,+,. 

But since HR(Z)>-alz~'+I--b uniformly in R, we have 

o2. ( /-2. I vf:+1) 

This implies that IlzllL., is bounaed. More precisely, (5.10) yields 

02"lzl"+' ~< cae-c~+c. 

Therefore, by choosing adequately a>O and fl>O, we obtain 

02"lz[ p+1 ~<0-1. 

Hence, it follows that IR=IR, e on a neighborhood of z and E and then, Ik(z)=0. The 

preceding pr6of remains valid if one considers the restrictions of In and In, e to E m, 

with z E Em. 
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Proof of  Lemma 5.3. Let 6>0 be a given real and zEE a critical point of In such 

that IR(z)<~& As before, using (I'R(z), z} =0, we derive 

f0 f0 Hn(z), H'R (z)'z, izlV+l <~C (5.11) 

where the constant C only depends on 6 and does not depend on R. We are now going 

to derive an L~-estimate for z. Thereby we show at the same time that critical points of 

In in E are classical solutions of (1.1) for R large enough. 

Let to E [0, 2M be fixed and Zo=Z(to). One has 

f0 2'~ f0 2'~ C>~ HR(Z(t)) = {HR(z(t))-HR(zo) } dt+2~HR(zo). 

Therefore, since (d/dt)HR(z)=H'R(z).2=~" ~f, we derive 

2:tHR(z 0) <- C-  dt $(r). gilt) dr. 
�9 I o  . , t  o 

An integration by parts yields: 

f0 2~r r=t 2~rHR(z0) ~ C -  dt{z(r). ~r I 
Z'=t 0 

Hence, s incefE C1[0, 2M, we obtain 

f2z~ f t  

+Jo  'J,o 

where the constant C is independent of R~>I and only depends on 6 (and on the 

constants a, b, Q...). 

We now choose 6=aQo-fl with a and fl being given in Lemma 5.2. We denote by 

C=C(Oo) the corresponding constant in (5.13), and choose Ro(Oo) such that 

Ro(00)>C(0o). By Lemma 5.2 and by (5.13) it then follows that for any R>~Ro(Qo) and 

for any zEE such that In, e(z)<~aQ-fl, l~<0~<Qo, (ln, e)'(z)=O, one has IR, e(Z)=I(z) on 
a neighborhood of z in EflL ~ and thus, l '(z)=0. 

The proofs of Lemmas 5.1-5.3 are thereby complete. [] 

HR(Zo) <~ C + Clzol + C IIzIILI. (5.12) 

By (5.11), IlzllL, is bounded. Using the fact that Hn(zo)>~alzo~'+l-b, we derive from 

(5.12) that Izol-<c, with C independent of to. Therefore, z EL ~ and 

IlzllL. c (5.13) 
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Remark 5.4. In the proof of Lemma 5.3, we have used the fact tha t fE  CI(R, R2N). 

This is the only place where this hypothesis plays a role. Actually, in the above proof 

we have only used that f E W L ~  1, R 2N) with o -1+(p+1) - I=1 .  Thus Theorem 1 is 

valid with f E  W 1' a. It is natural to conjecture that one should be able to still weaken 

this assumption. [] 

An inspection of the preceding proofs (compare (5.13)) shows that we have 

actually derived the following more precise a priori estimate that will be useful later. 

LEMMA 5.5. Let  6 E R  be given. For any ~>-I, R>~I such that aQ- f l~6  and 

R>~Ro(Q) and for any z E E  with (IR, e)'(z)=O and IR, e(z)<~6, one has z E L  ~ and 

lizlIL,<R. Moreover, there exists a constant C=C(6), independent of  ~ and R, 

(ap-fl>-r R~Ro(Q)) such that IlzllL  <c. 

6. Homotopy groups of level sets and critical points 

In this section, we recall together with their proofs some results of A. Bahri in Morse 

theory in the way they apply in the present framework. (See A. Bahri [5, 6] for similar 

results in a more general setting.) The main objective here will be to extend a theorem 

in J. T. Schwartz [34] (Theorem 7.3, page 183) to situations which may be degenerate in 

the sense of Morse theory. This result concerns the triviality of certain homotopy 

groups of level sets. The extension to the degenerate case is made possible by using a 

version of  the powerful "resolution" method of critical points developed by Marino- 

Prodi [26]. 

We first require some notations. For a C 1 functional f: E-~R and 6 ER, we denote 

Z~00=(z~E; f'(z)=0, f(z)<<-~). 

In the particular case of the functional I, this means 

Z~(l) = { zEE  fl L~176 l '(z)=O, I(z)~<6}. 

(Indeed, I'(z) is clearly well defined when z E L~176 this modification is not required 

for the truncated functionals which are of class C 1 on E.) 

In order to simplify the wording of  some statements below, we denote by 3~ the 

family of all truncated functionals IR.e corresponding to R>~Ro(Q) and aQ-fl>~t): 

~F~={IR, o; R>---I, Q~>I, a~-fl>>-6, R~Ro(~)} 
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(a, fl and Ro are given by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3). From section 5 we know that for any 

6 E R, Z~(G) =Z'~(1) for any G E g0. Furthermore, we know that if z E Z~(G) and G E g~, 

one has G=I on a neighborhood of z in ENL ~ Hence, for such a z, the linear operator 

G"(z) ~ &fiE, E') is independent of the particular choice of G E g0 (that is, independent of 

Q and R). We shall denote it: G"(z)=f'(z). It should be kept in mind that this is only a 

notational convention since I is not a C2-functional on E in general. However, this 

notation is justified by the fact that if z E Z'~(G), then z E L ~ and f'(z) can be defined e.g. 

on ENL=(S~), and l"(z) then coincides with G"(z). 
We now define a kind of coindex associated with the critical values below a given 

level 6. 

Definition 6.1. For 6 E R, jo(6)E Z tJ { + ~ }  is defined to be the least integer j such 

that 

<l"(u)h,h)>O, Vh~(EJ)J-\{0}, VvEZa(/). 

Remark 6.2. In case Za(/)--O, we set jo(6)=+oo. It will be seen below that 

jo(6)>-oo,  ' r  and jo(6)<oo provided Za(1)~O. Notice that on E m, in a non- 

degenerate situation, 2N(m-jo(6)) serves as a lower bound for the Morse coindex of 

any critical point in Za(/). (If z is a non-degenerate critical point of I, the coindex is the 

maximum dimension of a subspace on which the bilinear form (hi, h2)~-->(/"(v)hi, h2) is 

positive definite.) [] 

PROPOSITION 6.3. For any b~R such that Z~(I)4:f~, then - ~ < j o ( 8 ) < + ~ .  Fur- 
thermore, in this case, there exists e>0 such that 

<l"(v)h,h>~ellhll~, VhE(Ei~ Vu~Za(/). 

Proof. Let G---IR, q~ ga; let zEZa(1). By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, we know that z e= l  

on a neighborhood of z in E. Hence, 

G" fo 2~ ( (z)h,h)=A(h)-  H'~(z)h z. 

By Lemma 5.5, zEL ~ and IIzlIL=<R. Hence, 

(G"(z)h,h) = (I"(z)h,h) - -A(h)-  ~'(z)h 2, VzEZ~(1). (6.1) 

Furthermore, since III-1"(z)ltL| for any z EZ~ it follows from (6.1) that 
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(f'(z)h,h) >~A(h)-C fo2Zrh z, 

(I"(z) h, h) >~A(h)+C foE=h 2. 

Now let us recall that 

and 

f0 2z~ A(h)<.j h2dt, VhEE J, VjEZ, j<~O, 

167 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

fO :r A(h)+j hZdt, VhE(E-1) • jEZ, j>~O. 

Thus, from (6.3), it is clear that j o ( 6 ) > - ~ .  Indeed, if j<.-C-1, then for hE 

(EJ-1) • NE J, one has (f'(z)h, h)<<. -Ilhll~.On the other hand, (6.2) shows that if one 

chooses j>~C+ 1, then for any h E (EJ) • one has 

(l"(z)h,h ) >I IIhll~2. 
Hence, jo(6)< + ~.  

Let us now prove the second point of Proposition 6.3. Let jo=Jo(6) be as in 

Definition 6.1. Thus, 

(l"(z)h,h) >10, VhE(E/~177 VzEZ~(/). (6.4) 

To conclude we argue by contradiction. Suppose that there exist a sequence 

(hn)~ (E/~ l, ilhnllE = 1, and a sequence (zn)cZ6(1) such that 

O<(1"(zn) hn, hn)<~en, VnEN*, with e , ~ 0  as n--->+~. (6.5) 

By condition (P.S) (see the appendix), Z~(/) is compact in E, and by Lemma 5.5, Z6(/) 

is bounded in the L = norm. Therefore, we can extract from (zn) and (hn) subse- 

quences, denoted again by (z~), (hn) such that 

Zn---> zEZ6(1) in E (strong topology) 

/T'(z,)--->/T'(z) in the weak * topology of L = 

h n ~  h in the weak topology of E 

hn---> h in L 2 (strong topology). 
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(Recall that the injection E,-->L 2 is compact.) Thus, 

f/ I-r'(z.)h ~ H"(z)h 2, as n--*+~.  (6.6) 

Lastly, let h,= h2+h+~ denote the orthogonal decomposition of h, such that h~-6(E/~ • 

N (E- 0)E ~ and  h~ + E (E/~ • n E + . (If jo>~ 1, then h~ = h~+.) Because (E/~ • N (E- 0)E ~ is 

finite dimensional, we have 

h~--~h- in E (strongly), 

while 

h+~--~h § in the weak topology of E 

with 

h = h - + h  +. 

Since A(h,)=A(h2)+llh+~ll 2, we know that A(h)<.lim,_,+ooA(h,). From (6.5), 

(6.6) and the expression of/"(z~) we derive 

f 0  2~t (l"(z)h,h) = A ( h ) -  H"(z)hZ<~O. (6.7) 

But on the other hand, h E(E/~ • and comparing (6.4) and (6.7) we derive h=0. Then, it 

follows from (6.5) that 

lim A(hn) = lim H"(zn)h2, = 0. 
tl---~ + oo r/---> + oo ,J0 

Whence, hn---~0 strongly in E which contradicts the assumption Ilhnlle = 1. 

The proof of  Proposition 6.3 is thereby complete. [] 

The motivation for introducing the index iv(6) is that it allows one to show the 

triviality of certain homotopy groups of level sets of functionals in the class ~ .  The 

main result of this section is the following. 

THEOREM 6.4. Let 6 E R and G be any functional in ~ .  There exists an integer 

mo=mo(t), G)E N* such that for  all m>~mo(r G), the homotopy groups o f  [G~r are 

trivial for  all orders up to 2N(m-jo(6))-  1, provided Zr(I) f) [G~>6] =~ .  That is, i f  ~ is 
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not a critical value o f  I, then ~rt([G~>6]m)=O, Vl<.2N(m-jo(6))- l ,  Vm~mo(6, G), 

Remark 6.5. This theorem is due to A. Bahri. Results in the spirit of Theorem 6.4, 

but in a more general setting are presented in [5, 6]. As will be seen in the proof, it is 

related to and extends classical results from Morse theory (compare Theorem 7.3 (page 

183) in J. T. Schwartz [34]). Theorem 6.4 will allow us in the next section to derive an 

estimate from below on the growth of the critical values cm(k) (as k---~+ 0o), where the 

cm(k) a r e  defined in (3.2). Furthermore, it plays a crucial role in the conclusion of the 

proof of Theorem 1 in section 9. [] 

Theorem 6.4 relies on the next lemma, which is an adaptation to the present 

framework of a method of Marino and Prodi [26]. This method concerns the "resolu- 

tion" of a compact set of critical points for a given functional into a finite number of 

non degenerate critical points for functionals which can be arbitrarily near, in an 

appropriate sense, to the given functional. The precise result of Marino and Prodi that 

we use will be recalled below: See Proposition 6.8. 

LEMMA 6.6. Let 6 E R and G E ~6 be such that 6 is not a critical value o f  G (that is, 

6 is not a critical value o f l ) .  There exists mo=mo(6) such that for any m>-mo(6), there 

exists G E C2(E m, R) with the following prdperties: 

(i) [t~ > C~]m = [G > dim. 
(ii) 6 is not a critical value o f  G. 

(iii) The critical points o f  G (if any) which are contained in the set {z E Em; 

G(Z) <~ 6} are in finite number, are non-degenerate and have a coindex greater than or 

equal to 2N(m-jo(6)).  

(iv) t~ satisfies the condition (P.S)m. 

Remark 6.7. In (iv), (P.S)m refers to the Palais-Smale condition in the space E m. 

(See the appendix for the precise definition.) In (iii), the non-degeneracy of a critical 

point z means that t~"(z) E A~(E m, (Era) ') is an invertible operator. The coindex of z is 

then defined to be the maximum dimension of a subspace of E m on which the Hessian 

bilinear form (hi, h2),--~((~"(z)hi, h2) is positive definite. The index is defined to be the 

maximum dimension of a subspace on which this form is negative definite. Notice that 

in the present framework, due to the presence of E -  in E m, the index is, in general, 

infinite. D 

The proof of the lemma is essentially technical. Its derivation will be done through 
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a sequence of lemmas and will take up the remaining of this section. But before that, we 

first apply Lemma 6.6 and complete the proof of Theorem 6.4. 

Proof o f  Theorem 6.4. Let m>~mo with mo=mo(6) being as in Lemma 6.1. Since 

[G~>6]m=[G~>6]m, we want to show that Flt([G>~6]m)=0 for all l<-2N(m-jo(6)). By 

Lemma 6.6 we are in the situation where classical Morse theory applies (for t~ on the 

set {ZEEm; G(z)~<t~}). Hence, we know (compare J. T. Schwartz [34, Theorem 7.3]) 

that Hl(E m, [t~>6],n)=0 for all l<~2N(m-jo(6)). Indeed, I is smaller than the coindex of 

any critical point of G in the set {z E Em; G(Z)~<6}. Here, l~l(E m, [G~>~]m) denotes the 

relative homotopy group of order l. Let us write down the exact sequence for this pair: 

�9 ..--> 1-It(E m, [G >I 61m)-'-'> H / -  1([r I> 6]m, X)---~ I-It-l(E m, x)--->... (6.8) 

where x is any given point in [ a ~ t ~ ] r  n. Since Ht_1(E m, ")=0, the exact sequence (6.8) 

reads for all l<~2N(m-jo(6)): 

0-"-~ H / - I ( [ 0  t> ~]rn) "--~ 0. 

Therefore, HI([G~6]m)=O, Vl<~2N(m-jo(6))- l. 

(6.9) 

[] 

The proof of Theorem 6.4 is thereby complete but for the proof of Lemma 6.6 to 

which we now turn. This lemma is mainly a consequence of the following result due to 

Marino and Prodi [26] (Theorem 2.2, page 14). We denote by d the distance in a given 

Hilbert space. 

PROPOSITION 6.8. Let Q be a C 2 open subset o f  a Hilbert space H and let 

f E  C2(~, R). Assume that f '  is a Fredholm operator (of null index) on the critical set 

Z(f)={u E ~,  f ' (u)=0}.  Suppose furthermore that Z(f) is compact. Then, for any eo>0 

and r/o>0, there exists g E C2(g2, R) verifying the following properties. 

(g.1) g(u)=f(u), i f  d(u,Z(f))~rlo. 

(g.2) IIg(u)-f(u)llH~ < eo, IIg'(u)-f'(u)ll., <~ eo, Vu E Q. 

(g.3) Ilg,(u)-f'(u)ll~.,H,) <- eo, Vu ~ C~. 

(g.4) The critical points o f  g (if any) are in finite number and are non-degenerate. 

(g.5) I f  f satisfies (P.S), then g can be chosen to satisfy (P.S) too. 

For the proof of this result, we refer the reader to Marino and Prodi [26]. There is 

just one minor modification with respect to Theorem 2.2 in [26]. The statement of 

Marino and Prodi actually concerns functionals which are defined on a Riemanian 

manifold modelled on a Hilbert space H and (g.3) does not appear in the statement 
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given in [26]. It is easily checked, however, by an inspection of the proof in [26], that 

the argument of Marino and Prodi carries, virtually without change, to obtain (g.3) as 

well. [] 

To derive Lemma 6.6 from Proposition 6.8, we require several technical lemmas. 

LEMMA 6.9. Let c) E R and G be any functional in the class ~6. Then, G E C2(E, R) 

and G satisfies the Palais-Smale type conditions (P.S), (P.S)m and (P.S)*. (1) 

The proof of Lemma 6.9 is given in the appendix. In the following, for a closed set 

F e E ,  and r/>0, we denote by N~(F) the uniform open l?-neighborhood about F: 

N~(F)={xEE; d(x, F)<r/). For the restriction G m of G E ~  to E m, w e  also use the 

notation 

Zr  (Gm)'(z)=O, Grn(z)~c).  

LEMMA 6.10. Let 6 E R  and GE ~ .  Assume that 6 is not a critical value o f  G (or 

equivalently o f  l). Then, there exists rhl=thl(6)EN* such that 6 is not a critical value 

o f  G m, Vm>~rfll . Furthermore, for any r/>0, there exists ml=ml(r/, 6)EN* such that 

for any m>>-ml, one has 

z 6 ( a  m) ~ N,7(Z~(1)). 

Lemma 6.10 is an easy consequence of Lemma 6.9 (and in particular, of condition 

(P.S)*). We omit the details of the proof. (Notice that from (P.S) it follows that Z6(/) is 

compact in E.) [] 

LEMMA 6.11. Let h E R  and G ~ .  For any mEN*,  (Gin)': Ern---,(Em) ' is a 

Fredholm operator o f  null index on Z6(Gm). 

The proof of Lemma 6.11 is given in the appendix. Let us just observe here that the 

content of Lemma 6.11 is to be understood in the sense that (Gin) ' is a Fredholm 

operator of null index, through the identification of E m and (Era) ' given by the 

restriction of E m of the E-scalar product defined above. [] 

LEMMA 6.12. Let 6ER ,  GE ~ .  There exists r/>0 (r/depends on c) and G), there 

exists m2=m2(c$)E N* and there exists e>0 such that 

((Gm)"(z)h, h) ~>ellhll 2, VzEN,(Z~(Gm)) NE m, Vh E[ff'~ • NE 'n. 

(~) The precise definitions of these conditions are recalled in the appendix. 
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Proof. By Proposition 6.6, there exists e>0 such that: 

(l"(z)h,h)>~2elihll 2, VhE[EJ~ • VzEZ~(/), (6.10) 

where jo=Jo(6). Recall that l"(z)=G"(z) for z EZa(/). Since G"(z) is continuous with 

respect to z, ihere exists, for all z EZa(/), an open neighborhood V(z) ofz in E such that 

<G"(v)h,h)>~ellhll2e, VhE[E/"] J-, VvEV(z), VzEZ~(/). (6.11) 

By condition (P.S) in Lemma 6.9, Za(/) is compact. Hence, there exists r/'>0 such 

that 

Nr LI V(z). (6.12) 
zez6(/) 

Now, let mz(6)=ml(rf, 6), where m~ is given by Lemma 6.10. For m>~m2 one has 

Z~(G m) c Nr (6.13) 

Lastly, applying Lemma 6.9, it is easily seen that Um~,2 Z~(Gm) UZo(1) is com- 

pact. Hence, from (6.13), there exists r/>0, with r/depending only on G and 6, not on 

m, such that 

N~(Z~(Gm)) cNr Vm>~m2. (6.14) 

Combining (6.11), (6.12) and (6.14) yields Lemma 6.12. [] 

LEMMA 6.13. Let 6 E R, G E ~a and r/>0. Let m2 E N* be as in Lemma 6.12. For all 

m>~m2, there exists e '>0 (e' depends on m and 6) such that 

m ~ ~ p II(G )(z)il(e~),~-e, VzEEm\Nq(Za(Gm)) and G(z)<.6. 

6.9. 

Lemma 6.13 is an easy (and classical) consequence of conditions (P.S),,, in Lemma 
[] 

We are now ready to prove Lemma 6.6, and this will conclude this section. 

Proof of Lemma 6.6. Firstly, we define mo(6)=max(ml, m2), where ml and m2 

are given in Lemmas 6.10 and 6.12. Thus, by Lemma 6.10, 6 is not a critical value of 

G" for m>~mo. Let us now apply the result of Marino and Prodi, Proposition 6.8, in the 

following setting. 
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Let m be a fixed integer with m>~mo. We take H=E m, ff2={zEEm; G(z)<6} and 

f - - G  m. Let us observe that the hypotheses of Proposition 6.8 are verified. Indeed, since 

6 is not a critical value o f G  m as rn>~ml (Lemma 6.10), f2 is a C 2 open subset of E".  By 

Lemma 6.9, condition (P .S)m , and using the fact t h a t  Z6(Gm)c~'~," we see that 

Z(f)=Z6(G ~) is compact. Lastly, by Lemma 6.11, (Gin) ' is a Fredholm operator of null 

index on Z.~(Gm). 

Thus, Proposition 6.8 applies. Let F = E ~ \ f 2 = { z E E " ;  G"(z)1>6}. For 61<6, let 

FI={ZEEm; Gm(Z)~61}; F i e F .  Since Z6(G m) is compact and Z6(Gm)cQ, there 

exists 61<6, 61 sufficiently close to 6 so that Z'~(G '') NFI=@. Then, set 

2rf = d(Fl, Z~(Gm)) > 0. (6.15) 

Thus, {z~.E~; d(z, Z~(G"))>q '} is a neighborhood ofF1 and o f f  in E m. Notice that if 

d(z, Z~(G'))<r/ ' ,  one has Gin(z)<61. We now choose e0>0 and r/0>0 in the following 

way 

2eo = min (e, e', 6 - 6 1 ) ;  2r/o = min (r/, r/') (6.16) 

where e, e' and r/are given in Lemmas 6.12 and 6.13.61 is associated with FI as above 

and r/' is defined in (6.15). 

Let g E C2(f2, R) be the functional given by Proposition 6.8. We now define 

t~ = g on f~ and t~ = G"  on F. (6.17) 

We claim that (~ satisfies the properties listed in Lemma 6.6. By (6.15)-(6.16), the 

set {z EEm; d(z, Z~(Gm))>r]o}  is a neighborhood of af2 since it contains F1. Hence, by 

(g.1) in Proposition 6.8, g=G m o n  a neighborhood of af2; 0 is a C 2 functional: Em---~R. 

By the definition (6.17), we certainly have [Gm]~c[t~]~. Conversely, suppose 

Z t~.[Gm]6, that is, Gin(Z)<6. Then, if Gm(z)=I=Cr(Z), o n e  has d(z,Z~(Gm))<rlo<rf. 

Whence, Gm(z)<6t. By (g.2) in Proposition 6.8, we obtain t~(z)=g(z)<6t+eo, hence, 

t~(z)<6. Thus, [G>6]m=[Cr>6]m a n d  t~ verifies (i) in Lemma 6.6. Since G=G m on a 

neighborhood of t~,-l(6), (ii) follows from the fact that 6 is not a critical value of G m. 

From the property (g.4) and (i) we derive that the critical points of t~ (if any) in 

{z ~-Em; t~-(z)--<6} are in finite number and are nondegenerate. Now suppose z E E m is a 

critical point of t~ with (~(z)---<6. By (g.2), one has II(Gm)'(z)ll<~eo. Therefore, we know 

from (6.16) and Lemma 6.13 that z ~- Nrl(Z6(Gm)) N E m. Lemma 6.12 then implies 

((Gm)'t(Z) h, h) >I ~llhll~ Vh E [E/~ • N Em. (6.18) 
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Using (g.3) and the fact that eo~<e/2, we derive from (6.18): 

(G"(z)h,h)  ~(c/2)llhll~ VhE[U~ nU n. (6.19) 

This shows that the coindex of any critical point of (~ in {ZEEm; G(Z)~<~} is greater 

than or equal to 2N(m-jo(6)).  Hence, (~ verifies (iii). 

It remains to show that (~ obeys the requirement (iv), that is, G verifies (P.S),,. 

But this is an easy consequence from (g.5) and Lemma 6.9. (Notice that by (6.16), g and 

G m coincide on the set {ZEEm; (61+O)/2<~g(z)~}={zEEm; (~l+f})/2~Gm(Z)<~c~}. 

This fact is obtained by the preceding argument used to check property (i).) 

The proofs of Lemma 6.6 and of Theorem 6.4 are thereby complete. [] 

7. The growth of the critical values" 

We shall now use Theorems 4.1 and 6.4 to derive an estimate from below on the growth 

of the critical values cm(k) (as k--~+~) which is required to conclude the proof of 

Theorem 1. (See A. Bahri [4, 5] for similar results in a more general setting.) 

Let us recall from section 3 that c,,(k) are defined by 

cm(k)= sup minI*(z). (3.2) 
A ES~m(k) zEA 

From Proposition 3.3 we know that 

0 <-p(k) <~ c,,(k) <~ v(k) < co, Vm I> k+ 1 (7.1) 

with/~(k)--->oo as k--->~. We set 

Hence, c(k)---~oo as k---~+oo. 

c(k) = lim cm(k). (7.2) 
m - - - ~ +  ao 

The main result of this section is the following 

PROPOSITION 7.1. Assume H verifies condition (H3) or condition (H4). There 

exists a positive constant 7 and a sequence o f  indices ki E N*, ki ~ + oo as i ~ + oo such 

that along this sequence, the c(k) defined in (7.2) satisfy 

c(ki ) >I ~(ki)(q+ l)/(q-1). 
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Let ~(z)=�89 S 2~lz] q+l. Because of (H 3) or (H 4), one has 

Define 

I* (z) I> �9 (z)-  2:~b'. (7.3) 

bin(k)= sup minq)(z); b(k)= lim bm(k). 
A EMm(k) zEA m--~+ao 

By Proposition 3.3, we also have/~(k)<<.bm(k)<<.v(k) and b(k)-->oo as k-->oo. (7.3) implies 

that 

cm(k) ~ bm(k)-2:tb' and c(k) >I b(k)-2;tb'. (7.4) 

Hence, Proposition 7.1 is a direct consequence of the next lemma. 

LEMMA 7.2. There exists },>0 and a sequence ki "r +oo as i ~ +oo such that b(ki)<~ 

y(ki)(q+ 1)/(q-- 1), for  all ki. 

This result will be proved with the aid of three lemmas. We want to estimate (from 

below) the b(k) which are critical values of q~. Indeed by the proof of Theorem 3.6, we 

know that bm(k) is a critical value of q~m=~lem and that for any convergent subse- 

quence of bin(k) along a sequence of indices m which goes to + oo, the limit is a critical 

value of ~ .  To apply Theorem 3.6, it just suffices to observe that in the case of ~ ,  the 

truncation procedure defined in (3.19) does not modify ~.  That is, with the notations of 

sections 3 and 5, one has ~ = ~ R  (or even ~=dPR, e). 

Now for the functional �9 one can give an explicit and complete description of the 

set of critical values and of its critical points. 

LEMMA 7.3. The set o f  critical values o f  dp on E consists o f  the sequence 

{dk; kEN} with d k = ~ { k } ( q + l ) / ( q - 1 )  where g>0 is a constant. (Explicitly, g is given 

by: Z=~(q-1){a'}-'2/(q-1){q+l}-(q+l)/(q-l).) The set o f  critical points o f  �9 is 

formed by the functions Zk=ake ikt with akEC N, ]akl={k/a'(q+l)} 1/(q-l) and kEN. 

Lastly, dP(Zk)=dk. 

The critical points of �9 in E are the 2:t-periodic solutions of the autonomous 

Hamiltonian system 

= a'(q+ 1) Izl q- 1 ~z. 

Lemma 7.3 is an obvious consequence of the fact that any solution of this system satis- 

fies [z(t)l=constant. [] 

12-848289 Acta Mathematica 152. Imprim~ le 29 mai 1984 
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In view of the preceding lemma it would be tempting to write 

b(k)  = de(k/N) 

where E(k/N)= min {j E N; j~k /N} .  This of course would yield Lemma 7.2for the whole 

sequence of indices k. We actually conjecture that b(k)=de(k/u) is true. But, though 

natural as it may seem, this fact reveals not to be easy to prove. As a matter of fact, the 

only relation between the b(k)'s and the dk's we know for certain is that: VkEN*, 

3r(k) E N* such that 

b(k) = d,~k). (7.5) 

r(k) verifies k<~k'=~r(k)<~r(k') and r(k)--, oo as k--->o0. Notice that we know the "multiplic- 

i ty" of each dj: The associated set of critical points is a 2 N - 1  dimensional sphere. 

Hence, if we would have a "multiplicity" result for the b(k)'s guaranteeing that for 

k<k', and k ' - k > N  one has r(k)<r(k'), then, again, Lemma 7.2 would immediately 

follow from Lemma 7.3, and the estimate would hold for the whole sequence of indices 

kEN*. But, in the absence of such a multiplicity result, a priori nothing prevents the 

r(k)'s from remaining constant on large sets of indices k. That is, having equalities (or 

coincidences) of the type 

r(k) = r(k + 1) = . . .  = r(k +j(k)) 

for arbitrarily large (but finite) values ofj(k). 

Therefore, to derive Lemma 7.2, we apply an indirect method that uses Theorems 

4.1 and 6.4 in the next two lemmas. Thus, somewhat surprisingly, the topological 

properties associated with the b(k)'s allow one to obtain an a priori estimate on their 

growth. 

Remark 7.4. There are two reasons for which one cannot readily give a multiplicity 

statement for the b(k)'s. First, using the sets ~r for the definition of bm(k) via a 

maximum does not lead to a multiplicity result. Or, at least, such a result is not known. 

If we were using a class of sets defined through the cohomological index of Fadell and 

Rabinowitz [22] or the geometrical S~-index of Benci [12, 13], we would indeed have a 

multiplicity property (compare the results in [12, 13, 22]). But then, on the other hand, 

we would loose, at least as far as we can see, the stability property of the critical values 

given by Theorem 4.1. Since this property plays a crucial role in the study of perturba- 

tions from I* and in the proof of Theorem I, we have to define the b,n(k) using the class 

se,,,(k). Secondly, even if one had a multiplicity property for the bin(k) it would not 
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be easy to derive a similar statement for the b(k), since b(k) is defined via 

b(k) =limm_,+| bm (k). [] 

In the following, we denote by jo(6, ~)  the index of Definition 6.1 but associated 

with the functional ~ instead of I. That is, jo(6, ~) is the minimum integer j E Z such 

that 

(d#"(v)h,h) >0,  VhE(EJ)• VvEZO(~), (7.6) 

where Z~(~)=(z~E;  ~'(z)=0,  ~(z)~<6}. Observe that the results of section 5 and 6 

apply to the functional ~ as well. The class of truncated functionals ~ associated with 

q0 is, in this case, simply {~}. Indeed, the truncation procedure of section 5 does not 

affect ~:  ~R ,e=~ ,  VR, ~>1. 

LEMMA 7.5. Suppose that for  a certain kEN* there exists a sequence (mi)cN*, 

mi~k+ l, mi---~+ oo as i----~+oo such that 

bm,(k-1) < 6 < bmi(k) 

where ~ E R is f ixed and ~ is not a critical value o f  d~. Then Jo(O, d~)>k/N. 

Proof  o f  Lemma 7.5. For all i, choose an ei>O such that 

bmi(k- 1)+ei <~ <bmi(k)-e r (7.7) 

From (7.7) it follows that 

[ ~ >i bm~(k- 1)+ ei]m~ ~ [ ~ >>. f)]~ ~ [ dp >t b mi(k)-ei]mi. (7.8) 

Hence, by Theorem 4.1, we know that for some x0E[~>6]m, one has 

HENm _2k_~([dP I> 6]m,,X0) * 0. (7.9) 

On the other hand, choosing mi large enough, we have by Theorem 6.4: 

IIt([~ I> 6]m,) = O, Vl <~ 2N(mi-Jo(~, ~ ) ) -  1. (7.10) 

Comparing (7.9) with (7.10) yields 

2N(mi-Jo(iS, dp))- 1 < 2 N m i -  2k -  1. 
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Hence, 

jo(6, ~) < k/N. 

LEMMA 7.6. Let 6 E R  be such that dn+l>6 where dn are the critical values of  ~ 
defined in Lemma 7.3. Then jo(6, ~) <~ qn. 

Proof of  Lemma 7.6. Since jo(6, ~)  is non-decreasing with respect to 6, we can 

assume that d,,<~6<d,,+~. By Lemma 7.3 we have: ZP(~)={z; z=aje ~ ajEC N, 
]ajl={j/a'(q+l)} v(q-1), j = l  . . . . .  n}. Let z=zj be an element in Z6(d~) with l<~j<~n. 
Then, since 

(~"(v)h,h) =A(h)-a'(q+l)q Ivlq-'h 2, 

we have 

fO 2~r (dp"(zi)h,h) =A(h)-qj  h 2. (7.11) 

Let j o= max {1E N, l<~qn} denote the integer part of qn. We know that 

A(h)~>(J0+l ) h 2, Vh~(Ei~ • (7.12) 

Since Jo + 1 >qj Vj= 1 ..... n, we derive from (7.11) and (7.12) that 

(~"(z)h,h) >0, VhE(E/~ • VzEZa(~). (7.13) 

By the definition ofjo(a, r this implies that 

jo(a, ~) <~Jo <~ qn. 

The proof of Lemma 7.6 is thus complete. [] 

Proof of  Proposition 7.1 and Lemma 7.2. We know that limk_~+o~b(k)=+oo. 
Hence, we can find a sequence of indices ki E N* such that 

b(ki-l)<b(ki), Vi, lira ki= + ~ .  (7.14) 
/--*+0o 

This defines the sequence ki of Lemma 7,2. 

Since b(k)=lim,,__,| b m (k) it is easily seen that, for each i, there exists a sequence 

miEN*, limj__.+= mj=+oo, and a real 6 such that 

bm/ki-1)<6<bm~(k i) and b(ke-l)<6<b(k~). (7.15) 
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Since the set of critical values of �9 is discrete, we can furthermore assume that ~ is not 

a critical value of ~ .  

By (7.5), there exists n=r(ki) such that b(ki)=dn. Therefore, by Lemma 7.6, 

jo(c), alp) <~ q(n--1). (7.16) 

On the other hand, by (7.15) and Lemma 7.5, we know that 

jo(6, ~) ~ ki/N. (7.17) 

Hence, from (7.16) and (7.17), we derive 

n >I (k/Nq) + 1. (7.18) 

Since b(ki)=d,,=z{n} ~q+l)/~q-l) we obtain from (7.18) 

b(ki) >~ y{k i}  (q+ l) /(q-1) (7.19) 

for all i>~io, where y is a positive constant. 

The proofs of Lemma 7.2 and Proposition 7.1 are thereby complete. [] 

Remark 7.7. Recall that we have defined in section 3: 

Cm,R(k)= sup minI~(z) (3.25) 
AEMm(k) zEA 

where R~>I, I~(z)=�89 and HR is the truncated Hamiltonian defined 

by (3.19). Since HR(z)<~a'lzlq+l+b ', VR~>I, V z E R  zN, we have I~(z)>~dP(z)-2a~b '. 

Hence, it follows immediately from Lemma 7.1 that 

Cm, R(ki) >~ )'{ ki} (q + l)/(q- 1) (7.20) 

where 7>0 is constant independent of R~>I. [] 

To conclude this section we now derive the following consequence of Proposition 

7.1 or rather of (7.20). It states the precise result we will use in the next sections. 

PROPOSITION 7.8. Suppose H satisfies (H3) or (H4) and let p > l  be such that 

q < 2 p -  1. Let  A>0 and th, 02>0 be arbitrarily given positive numbers. There exists a 

real number M>A,  depending on A, Ol and 02 with the following property. For all 

R ~ I ,  there exists kEN* and a sequence mj---~+oo such that 

A <~ Cmj, l~(k- 1) < Cmj ,R(k) <<. M 
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c,,s R(k)_cm j R(k_ vO,+l) , + o 2  

with liming+| Cmj, R(k)=lim~_;+| C~,R(k)-~xR(k). 

For the proof, we require the following simple observation. 

LEMMA 7.9. Let ol, 02, D>0  and 0 < 0 < I  be given real numbers. Let ko, kl EN* be 

also given. Suppose that (ak) is a sequence o f  real numbers such that: 

(i) 0 < ag o <~ D 

(ii) O<-ak--ak_l~al(ak)~ Vk, ko<.k<~kl. 

Then, there exists a constant C>0 depending only on ko, D, tri, o2 and O, (C does not 

otherwise depend on the sequence (ak), nor does it depend on kl) such that 

a k ~ C ( k )  1/(1-0), Vk,  k 0 ~ k ~ k  1. 

Proof o f  Lemma 7.9. This result is a more precise version of  Lemma 5.1 in Bahri- 

Berestycki [5]. Let r = ( 1 - 0 )  -1 and set ak=Uak. We want to prove that ak>0 is 

bounded. Inequality (ii) for ak reads 

a k-  {(k-  l)/k}~ak_l ~ otk -1 aOg+o2 k-L 

Hence, with (I-(1/k)y>~l-(z/k),  we have 

ak--a k_ i + (dk) ak_ I ~ 01 k-taOk+o2k-L (7.21) 

Let us assume Ctk>Ctk_ I. From (7.21), it follows that 

ak_ ~ ~< (or / r)  a ~ + ( o Jr) k 1-'. 

Again from (7.21) we know that 

- I  e -3 ak <~Ctk_l+olk ak+O2k . 

Whence, 

o r  

a~ <~ o, { ( l lO+(l lk)}  a~k+o2{(llz)+(llk)} k j-" 

a k ~ ( 1 - O+ (l/k0)} (o, ake+oz(k0}-e/('-e)). (7.22) 
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Now (7.22) obviously implies a bound on ctk: ct,~<bt, where/~>0 only depends on the 

various constants in (7.22), that is on ko, ol, crz and 0. Hence, from (7.21) we deduce, 

in all cases, that 

ak ~< max (ak- l,kt). 

This obviously implies ak<.max(ako, I~) for all k, ko<.k<~kl. Since ak=ak{k} lm-~ 
we have proved the lemma. [] 

Proof of  Proposition 7.7. It suffices to show the existence of M and kEN*, k 

depending on R~>I, such that 

and 

A ~zR(k -  1) < xR(k) ~< M (7.23) 

xR(k)-xR(k- 1) I> 010~R(k)} 1/(p+ 1)+0.2. (7.24) 

Indeed, the result of the Proposition clearly follows by taking a sequence mj--.+ oo such 

that xR(k)= liming+| Cm~,R(k) and observing that limm~+| Cm~,R(k- 1)~<xR(k- 1). 

To prove the existence of M>A and, for any given R ~ I ,  of k E N* verifying (7.23) 

and (7.24), we argue by contradiction. Suppose that VM>A, 3 R ~ l  such that for'all 

indices k with A<zR(k)~M , one has 

XR(k)--XR(k-- 1) ~< O1 (ZR(k)} 1/~,+ 1)+oz. (7.25) 

Let koEN* be such that xR(ko)>A, VR~I.  Applying Lemma 7.9 to the sequence 

ak=z~(k) and recalling that zR(ko)<.v(ko), VR~ 1, we obtain 

zR(k)<~Ck ~ Vk~>ko, VR~>I. (7.26) 

But since (p+ 1)/p<(q+ 1)/(q-I), as q<2p+ I, (7.26) is contradictory with (7.20). 

The proof of Proposition 7.7 is therefore complete. [] 

Remark7.10. We have used here the assumption q<2p+ l  of (H3). It should be 

emphasized that this is the only place in the proof of Theorem I where this condition is 

being employed. [] 

8. Existence of one forced vibration 

We are now ready to conclude the proof of Theorem 1. We first prefer, however, to 

derive the existence of one forced vibration of (1.1). It is hoped that in this way, the 
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argument will be more transparent. In the next section, we give the full proof of 

Theorem I by making the proper modifications in the argument below. The idea here 

can first be described heuristically in a simple fashion. If I has no critical value at all in 

E, then for any 6, I m has no critical value below 6, for large m. This implies that 

[1>16],,, or rather [IR, a>~b]m with an appropriate choice for R and a, in a deformation 

retract of E".  Hence, all the homotopy groups of [IR,,&~6]m are trivial. On the other 

hand, since IR, a is a perturbation from I,~, we shall show that one can apply Theorem 

4. I to establish the nontriviality of a certain homotopy group of such a set. This 

contradiction will prove the claim. 

We now turn to the detailed proof. Thus, to show the existence of one periodic 

solution of (1.1), we argue by contradiction. Let us assume that I has no critical values 

at all. Let C>0 be as in Lemma 5.1 and a>0,  fl~>0 be given by Lemma 5.2. We apply 

Proposition 7.8 with the choice A=fl, Ol=2C(2/a) 1/(p+I), 02---2. Let M>0 be the 

corresponding number whose existence is asserted by Proposition 7.8. Then, from this 

proposition we know that for each R~>I, there is an integer kEN* and a sequence 

mj--~ + oo such that 

fl <~ Cm~ ,R(k- 1) < Cmj,R(k) ~ M. (8.1) 

Cmj.R(k)--Cmj, R(k--  1)~ 2C ( [Cmj.R(k)+ fl]/O~ } if(P+ 1)-'[- 2. (8.2) 

lim Cmj,R(k)=xR(k). (8.3) 
mj---~ + oo 

Actually, with our choice of constants in Proposition 7.8, the right hand side of (8.2) 

should read 

o,{%.(k)} = 2 c ( 2 % . ( k ) / a }  

But using (8.1) we know that Cmj, R(k)>~ fl and (8.2) obtains. 

Let Oo=(M+fl)/a and let us prescribe a fixed R>Ro(Oo) where Ro(Oo) is given by 

Lemma 5.3. Henceforth in order to try to keep the notations simple, we will denote 

c,,j,R(k)=c,,j(k) and z(k)=zR(k) =- lim c,,,R(k). 
m-.++oo 

Let us set a=(z(k)+fl)/a; thus a~<Q0. Hence, by (8.3), for mj large enough, say mj>~/~l, 
one derives from (8.2) that 

cmj(k)-cmj(k- 1) >t 2Cal/~ I. (8.4) 
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Suppose c<.aa-fl=x(k)<~aQo-fl is a critical value of IR, a" Then, since R~>Ro(Qo), 

we know by Lemma 5.3 that c is a critical value of I. Therefore, IR, a has no critical 

value in (-oo, z(k)]. Furthermore, by condition (P.S)* (cp. the appendix) this implies 

that for m large enough, say m~>/.~2, I~R,a (=IR,alem) tOO has no critical value in 

(-oo,z(k)]. In the sequel, m is fixed such that m=mj for s o m e j  and m~>/~l,/z2. 

By Lemma 5.1, we know that II~(z)--IR, a(Z)I<Ca 1lip+l), VzEE.  Therefore, for 

all reals d, 6 and d~ which are such that 

6>~d+Ca 1/(p+l) and d I ~6+Ca 1/~'+1) 

we have 

[I~ ~ dim =3 [IR, a ~ 6]m =3 [I~ ~ dl]m. (8 .5 )  

We choose d = c,, (k -  1)+ �89 6 = cm(k- 1)+ �89 +Cal/~~ l) and d I = era(k)- �89 Since 

6>-.-d+Ca ~/tp+~) and, by (8.4), d~>~6+Ca l/~'+~), we derive from (8.5) that: 

[I~ >>-cm(k-1)q-l]m=[IR,a~6]m =[I~ ~cm(k).-}-~] m. (8.6) 

We may now apply Theorem 4.1 and obtain from (8.6): 

H2um-2k-,([I~,a ~> 6]re,x0) 4= 0 (8.7) 

for some x0. On the other hand, since 6<c,,(k), the choices of R and m made above 

guarantee that/'~n,a has no critical value in ( - ~ ,  6]. As ~,a satisfies condition (P.S)m 

and is of class C 2, the set [~,a1>6]m is a deformation retract of the whole space E m. 

(See e.g. the "non-critical neck principle" in [34] or [7, Lemma 2.2] for related con- 

structions of deformation retracts.) Hence we deduce 

nt([/,,a-->6],,) =0 ,  VIEN*. (8.8) 

We have therefore reached a contradiction with (8.7) when l = 2 N m - 2 k - 1 .  

This shows the existence of one periodic solution of (1.1). [] 

9. Proof  of  Theorem 1 

Let us emphasize that the above argument does not readily extend to obtain the 

existence of many solutions of (1. l) in spite of (8.6) holding for infinitely many indices k 

(as will be seen). For as soon as there is one critical value below 6 (6 as above), it is 
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impossible to show, and indeed not true in general, that [IR, a~6]m is a deformation 

retract of the space E".' Therefore, to obtain further critical points, we need now to 

exploit the information pertaining to the order of the homotopy group given in Theorem 

4.1. This will be made possible by using the precise result of Theorem 6.4. 

To prove Theorem 1, we are going to show that the critical values of I are not 

bounded from above. We argue by contradiction. Suppose that the critical values of I 

are bounded from above by AI>0. Let jo(A0 be the index (associated with/)  given by 

Definition 6.1. Choose an A>0 such that A >  max {v(Njo(AO), Al, fl} where v(j) is 

defined by Proposition 3.3. Hence, if  Cm,R(k)>A we are sure that k>Njo(A1), since 

Cm, R(k)<~v(k), and v is non-decreasing with respect to k. Let M>A be given" by 

Proposition 7.8 and corresponding to ch=2C(2/a) v(p+D and 02=2. Let Qo=(m+fl)/a 
and let R be a fixed real such that R>Ro(s (where R0(•o) is defined by Lemma 5.3). 

We denote cm(k)=cm, R(k) and g(k)=;(R(k). Then, by Proposition 7.8 and arguing as in 

section 8 above, we know that there exists kEN* and a sequence mj--.+oo such that 

z(k) = lim,,,f,+~ Cmj(k ) and 

A <~ Cmj(k- 1) < cmj(k) <~ M, (9.1) 

�9 . + -  " ~ u ~ , + l ) + 2  Cmj(k)-Cmj(k-1) < 2C{ [Cmj(k) [J]lct~ . (9.2) 

As above, set a=[z(k)+fl]/a, c~=cm(k-1)+�89 utp+l), where c>0 is given in Lemma 

5.1 and a>0,  fl~>0 are given by Lemma 5.2. In the following, m will be fixed at a large 

enough value in such a way that m=mj for a certain j and 

cm(k)-cm(k- 1) ~> 2Catt~+l)+ 1, (9.3) 

m > too(6), (9.4) 

where (9.3) follows from (9.2) and mo(6) is the number given by Theorem 6.4. With the 

notations of section 6 we indeed know that IR, ~ E ~ because aa-fl=x(k)>~6 by (9.2) 

(where we let mj---~ + oo). 
From (9.3) and Lemma 5.1 we derive that 

[15 >~Cm(k-1)+ ~],, =[IR,a>-6]m =[I~ >-c~(k)-~],,. (9.5) 

Thus, by Theorem 4.1, 

II2Nm_2k_l([lR, a~)]m,XO) :4:0 (9.6) 

for some base point Xo. 
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Since c~>cm(k-1)~A~A1, ~ is not a critical value of I. Furthermore, I has no 

critical values in [A1, c~] and therefore (using the notations of section 6), Z~(/)=Za~(/). 

This implies that the index J0 (of Definition 6.1) associated with I is such that 

jo(6)=jo(A1). From cm(k-1)>~A>v(Njo(AO) we infer that k>-k-l>~Njo(6). Therefore, 

2Nm-2k-l<.2N(m-jo(c~))-1. Whence, by Theorem 6.4 we obtain: 

rI2Nm-2k-,([IR,a/> 8]m, ") = 0. (9.7) 

The contradiction between (9.6) and (9.7) shows that the set of critical values of I 

cannot be bounded from above. 

The proof of Theorem 1 is thus complete. [] 

10. Bounded perturbations from an autonomous Hamiltonian system 

and open problems 

We first state a result concerning forced vibrations for Hamiltonian systems which are 

bounded perturbations from autonomous Hamiltonian systems. Consider the system 

= g/~z(t, z). (10.1) 

II~--HIIc,<R• < oo. 

THEOREM 10.1. Under the hypotheses (f-I 1)-(I~I3), the system (10.1)possesses 

infinitely many T-periodic solutions. 

Remark 10.2. For this result, the condition q<2p+l  in (H3) is not required any 

longer. In hypothesis (I~I 3), we only need to assume that 

fl(t,z)-n(z)l~C, It:r~(t,z)-H'(z)l~C, VtER,  VzER 2N. [] 

Remark 10.3. Theorem 10.1 is an extension of a result of Rabinowitz [29]. He 

proved the existence of one periodic solution of (10.1) under (H 2), (1212), (1213) and a 

different hypothesis instead of (H 4). Other results concerning non-autonomous sys- 

tems of the kind (10.1) are given in Rabinowitz [29, 30]. The case of even Hamiltonians, 

Suppose that H verifies: 
([~I 1) /tlE C2(RXR 2N, R). 

(I2I 2) /~ is T-periodic with respect to t E R. 

(I~I 3) There exists H E C2(R 2N, R) satisfying (H 2) and (H 4) and such that 
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i.e. H(t, - z )=H( t ,  z) is considered in a recent work of Benci [11]. (Notice that this 

hypothesis does not allow one to study forced systems of the type (1.1) with f~0. )  [] 

Proof o f  Theorem i0.1. Since the proof closely follows the lines of the proof of 

Theorem 1, we only sketch here the main idea. The arguments are technically simpler 

here because the truncation with the cut-off Ze is not needed (due to condition (IZI 3)). 

The truncation in R, however, is still required. 

We assume T=2ar and we continue to use the notations and results from the 

previous sections concerning H. Let 

J(z) = �89 f2~ I?-l(t, Z(t)). 
2o 

The 2~r-periodic solutions of (I0.1) are the critical points of the functional J on E. For 

R~>l, let toR be the function defined in (3.18). Let 

and 

/1R(t, z) =  oR(Izl)/4(t, z) + (1-~oR(Izl)) (a'lz] q§ l + b') 

JR(Z) = �89 - fJo ~/-]rR(t, Z). 

It is easily checked that 

I/4R(t, z)-HR(z)I <<- C< oo, for all t, z and R, (10.2) 

[l?t~z(t, z)-H'R(Z)[ <- C(R) < ~ ,  for all t and z. (10.3) 

From (10.2) we see that 

IJR(z)-II~(z)l<.c, Vz~E, YR->l, (10.4) 

where C>0 is a constant which is independent of R~>I. Hence, by (I0.4), we have 

[I~ >i d]m D [JR >>" d+ C]m D [I~ >1 d+2C],,, (10.5) 

for all R>~ l, d E R and m E N*. Using the estimate (7.20) and (I0.5) it is then straightfor- 

ward to see that there exist infinitely many indices k E N* with the following property. 

For each such k there exists a sequence ms.---~ + oo such that 

[I~ ~c%(k-1)+ �89 ~[JR~ak]mj D[I~ ~Cmj(k)-l]rnj (10.6) 

where ak is fixed and ak<~zn(k)~v(k). 
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Notice that to obtain (10.6), we do not require q<2p+ 1, but rather q > l  in (7.20). 

(Indeed, (7.20) implies that %(k)-x(k-1) cannot remain bounded.) It is not difficult, 

then, to repeat the arguments of section 8 or 9 in order to derive from (10.6) the 

existence of a sequence of critical values for JR which is unbounded from above. 

Lastly, using a priori estimates of the same kind as those derived in section 5, one can 

show the existence of a sequence of critical values for J which is unbounded from 

above. [] 

It is clear from this argument that Theorem 10.1 remains valid (with the same 

method of proof) under alternative sets of hypotheses. In particular, in order to derive 

inclusions of the type (I0.6), all that we have used from (It/3) was the weaker property: 

(I~I4) < 

The hypothesis that H'z-H' is bounded on R x R  2N only served to obtain a priori 

estimates. It can thus be replaced by any other assumption playing this role. For 

instance 

(I~I5) O<fI(t,z)<~OIiI'z(t,Z)'Z, Vz~R 2N, Izl~>R, VtER, 

where 0<0<1 and R > 0  are constants. Using the same type of method as in section 5 

we obtain the next result that we state without proof. 

THEOREM 10.4. Suppose I~I verifies (H 1), (I~I 2), (I~I4), (I~I 5) and H verifies (H 1), 

(H 2) and (H 4). Then, the system (10. l) possesses infinitely many T-periodic solutions. 
As a conclusion we would like to indicate a few open problems in connection with 

the results presented here. 

(1) We conjecture that Theorem 1 remains true under weaker assumptions. Name- 

ly, HECI(R 2N, R), fEC~ R2N), f is T-periodic and H verifies (H2). Recall that 

when f - 0 ,  those hypotheses suffice to prove the existence of non-constant free 

vibrations of (1.2) (see Rabinowitz [33]). 

(2) More generally, we may think that non-autonomous systems of the type (10.1) 

always possess infinitely many T-periodic solutions provided/~E C I ( R x R  2N, R) satis- 

fies (I:I 2), (It/4). 

(3) It should be observed that in the framework of problem (I.I) all the periodic 

solutions have, in general, T as a minimal period. Indeed if f has T as a minimal period, 

then any z, which is a T-periodic solution of (1.1) has T as a minimal period. This is 

opposite to the situation for the autonomous case (1.2). For instance if n(z)=lz] p§ 
there is exactly one solution of (1.2) with minimal period T. It is by and large an open 
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question to know whether one can give a more precise description of the geometry of 

the solutions to (1.I) or (1.2). Consider again the case with H(z)=(1/(p+l))lzl p+l. 
Then, the solutions of  (1.2) are ot: the form zk=ake ikt with akEC N and lakt=k l/O'-l). 

Now consider the problem (1.1) with(replaced by ef. As e---~O, does there exist a family 

of solutions of (1.1) which approximate Zk, for all k E N*? 

(4) Lastly, it is a question which arises naturally to know whether a result 

analogous to Theorem I holds for a nonlinear hyperbolic equation of the type 

u , -  Uxx = g(u) + h (t, x), 

u(t, x) = u(t+2~t, x) 

u(t, O) = u(t, 2~t) = 0. 

tER,  0 < x < 2 ~ .  

(10.7) 

Assuming that g satisfies the same type of hypotheses as in [15, 28], does (1.3) possess 

infinitely many solutions for all h? 

Remark 10.5. Using the same type of method as the one we have developed here, 

one could slightly sharpen the results we have presented in [7, 8] for problems of the 

type 

- A u  = g(x, u)+h(x) 

u = 0 on 8f~, 

in if2, 
(10.8) 

where g is super-linear and odd with respect to u and f~cR N is a bounded domain. In 

particular with this method, one does not need to work with functionals defined on the 

unit sphere of H01(fl). Rather, one could directly work on the whole space H~(f~) with 

the functionals 

and 

J * f u ) = ~ f l V u l 2 d x - f G ( x , u ) d ~ ,  

where G(x, u)=fgg(x, s) ds. For instance in [7, Theorem 6.1], hypothesis (6.3) could be 

eliminated and replaced by (6.5) with this approach. [] 
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Appendix: The Palais-Smale and related conditions 

Consider the truncated functionals I~ and IR, a defined in sections 3 and 5. We recall 

that 

I~(z) = �89 - fa2~HR(z), 

IR, a(Z) = �89 HR(Z)-)(, a(Z) ( f ,  Z ) 

where HR is defined in (3.19) and Xa is defined through (5.1)-(5.5). On several 

instances in this paper, we have used the fact that J=l~ or J=l~, a satisfy the following 

three conditions: 

E' 
(P.S) V(Zn) c E,  J(z,,) ~ C, J'(z,,) ~ 0, imply (zn) is precompact in E. 

( P ' S ) m  V(Zn)cEm, J(Zn)~C, (Jm)'(Zn) (E')')0, imply (z n) is precompact in E m. 

(P.S)* V(Zm) CE; Z,,,EE m, J(Zm)~C, II(J")'(Zm)[l(e..),---,O, imply(zm) is pre- 

compact in E. 

Here, and in the following, C designates various positive constants. 

Since R is fixed, we set H=HR. The above three Palais-Smale type properties for 

I~ or IR, a hinge on the following conditions satisfied by H: 

HE CI(R 2N, R). (A 1) 

H(z)<OH'(z) .z+C, VzER  2N, w i t h 0 < 0 < � 8 9  C > 0 .  lim H ( z ) = +  oo. 
Iz~+~ 

IH'(z)F~aH'(z) .z+b, V z E R  2N where 

(A 2) 

> 1, a > 0, b I> 0 are constants. 

(A3) 

Since HR(Z)=a'lzlq+l+b ', for Izl~R§ with q > l  (where HR is defined in (3.19)), it is 

obvious that H=HR satisfy (A 1)-(A3). In (A3) for instance, ?, could be chosen to be 

y=(q+ l)/q. 

Let 2~ J(z)=�89 H(z) and K(z)=J(z)-za(z) (f, z) where a is fixed. The purpose 

of this appendix is to show the following: 
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PROPOSITION A. Suppose H verifies (A I)-(A3) then J and K satisfy the condi- 

tions (P.S), (P.S)m (for all m) and (P.S)*. 

We start with: 

Condition (P.S)for J. Let (zn)cE be a sequence satisfying 

�89 - H(Z~) dt <~ C (A 4) 

-g~ , -H ' (z , )  =e,--*0 in E'. (A5) 

Multiply (A5) by zn (in the sense of ( , )) to obtain: 

IA(z~)- H'(z~)'z, dtl = I (e , .z , )~ . .~ l  ~< e~llz~[l~ (A6) 
J o  

where g. =l]enlle,--~0 as n--~+ oo. Comparing (A 6) with (A 4) and using (A 2) yields 

)fo (�89 H'(z~).z~dt<�89 (A7) 

Thus, we obtain 

(A 8) 

fo ~ n(z,) ~ Ce, llz,ll~+ C, (A 9) 

fo 2" ~ (A lO) Cg~]]z~llE+C, 

f0 ~ In'(z,)l ~ ~ Cdz~ll~+C. (A 1 1) 

(A9) follows from (A8) by (A2). In (A 10), p+ l  =1/0>2 and (A 10) follows from the 

observation that (A 2) implies 

alzlP+l-b<.n(z), VzER :N (A12) 

with a>0, b~0. Lastly, (A 11) is a consequence of (A3). 

Let - t -  - -  O z.=zn +z. +zn denote the orthogonal decomposition of zn along E=E+O) 
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zn=(1/2~t)fo zn, we have by E -0 )E  ~ We recall that IIzlI2=A(z+)--A(zD+Iz~ Since ~ 2~t 

(A 10) 

Iz~, IR2N~ < IlZnlILp+' ~< C(~nllznllE) ~/~~247 (g 13) 

Notice that ( - ~zn, z~ ) =A(z~ +) and ( - fizn, z~- ) =A(z~). Multiplying (A 5) by z~ yields 

ff =llznll~= + . A ( Z  +) + 2 , + 

Hence, by HOlder's inequality, with (1/~)+(1/),')= 1, we have 

IIz~+ll 2~< IIn'(z~)llL, IIz+~ll~,'+~llz+~ll~" (m 14) 

From (A 11), we know that IIH'(z~)IIL,<.C(g~IIz~IIE)~/r+C. By the injection Ec-->L ~', there 
+ _< + < exists a constant C such that IlZn II~,-~CIIz~ I1~ CIIz~ll~. Therefore, (A 14) yields 

+ 2 ~< - l/y Ilzo I1~-~ c (~)  Ilznll~+"'~)+~llz~ll~+C. (A 15) 

And similarly, multiplying (A 5) by z~, we get 

IIz211~<~ c(~n) '/~ IIz~ll~+(l/~) + ~nllz~tl+C. (A 16) 

2 _  + 2  - 2  02  Now, using the fact that g~ is bounded (g~--~0), and that IIz~ll~-IIz~ II~+llz~ II~+lz 1~2~, we 

derive, by adding up (A 13), (A 15) 

Ilz~ll~ < Cllz~ll~+C (A 17) 

where o<2. Thus, from (A 17) we have a priori estimate on z~ in E: 

IIz~ll~ ~< c.  (A 18) 

One can therefore extract a subsequence of (z.), which we denote again by (zn), 

such that 

z,,--> z weakly in E, z,--~ z strongly in L ~, Vr < ~,  r I> 1. (A 19) 

(Recall that the injection E ~ L  ~ is compact, for any finite r~>l.) Condition (A3) 

obviously implies 

In'(z)l ~< Clzl~§ Vz ~ R ~ (A20) 

13-848289 Acta Mathematica 152. Imprim~ le 29 mai 1984 
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for some s (s=(1/(y-1))>l  by (A12)). (A20) implies that the mapping z~ ->H' ( z )  is 

continuous from L z~ into L 2. Hence, it follows from z~--->z strongly in L 2s that 

H ' ( z n ) - - - > H ' ( z )  strongly.in L 2. Thus, a f o r t i o r i ,  H ' ( z n ) - - - > H ' ( z )  strongly in E'. Now by 

(A 5) one has 

- g z n  = H ' ( z D + e ~ - - - ~  H ' ( z )  strongly in E'. (A 21) 

The last step needed to conclude is the observation that 

Ilzll  . 2  o2 =llzll ,+lz I,w, Vz E. (A22) 

We now prove (A 22). Let (. ,  ")E denote the scalar product associated with the Hilbert 

norm II liE. That is, (~p, ~p)e=.(~0 +, ~q0+)-(~0 - ,  g~p-)+~pO.~po. (tpO.~po is the usual 

product in REN.) Let us denote z = u + z  ~ where u = z + + z  - E(E~ -L and z~ ~ One has 

I1 11 , = II, IIE, = max (t~, ,p). (A 23) 
~oEE 

II~011E = 1 

For any ~pEE, denote q~=O~p + -  01p-+~p ~ and observe that (/t, tp)=(u, ~/')e. Since the 

transformation ~/,~->q0 an isometry: E- - - ,E ,  it is straightforward from (A23) that 

I1 11 , = max (u, W)E = IlullE. (A 24) 
~0EE 

It~011E = t 

2 //2+ o Since ]fZlJe---ll Iz we obtain  (A22). 

o _ f ~ z n - - - ~ Z  ~ in We can now conclude. By (A 19), zn--- ,z  in L I and therefore Zn --(1/2Z0 

R 2N. By (A21), ~,,-->~ strongly in E'. Therefore, by (A22), z~--->z strongly in E. We 

have thus proved that J satisfies condition (P.S). [] 

C o n d i t i o n  (P.S)m for J .  Let (zn)cE"* be a sequence satisfying 

J(Zn)<~ C, (Jm)'(Zn)"->O 

Thus, (z,,) satisfies (A 4), while (A 5) is replaced by 

- g z ~ - P ~ H ' ( z , , )  = e,,--> 0 

in (Era) '. (A 25) 

in (Em) ' (A 26) 

where pm denotes the orthogonal projection onto E m. Indeed, one obviously has 

(Jm)'(Z)=- ~-pmH'(z), when identifying the dual space as (Era) ', that is with respect 

to the duality pairing ( , ) .  By inspection of the preceding argument, one can see that in 
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order to derive the a priori estimate (A 18), (A 5) has only been used via multiplications 

+ or z~. Since those elements are in E m, one obtains the very same results by by z~, z~ 

using (A 26). Hence (z~) is bounded in E. As above one proves using (A 26) that, for a 
E L 2 

subsequence denoted by Zn, Zn-->Z weakly, H'(z,,)-->H'(z), ~ ~ z~ z and $~-->$ strongly 

in (Em) '. Then, using the analogous relation of (A 22) for Era: 

IIzll - �9 2 o ,  --Ilzll  .)+lzl, N, Vz e V m>~O (A27) 

(which is derived in the same fashion as (A22)), we have reached the same conclusion: 

zn-->z in E m. That is, J satisfies (P.S)m. [] 

that is, 

Condition (P.S)* for  J. Let ( zm)cE be a sequence such that zm E E m, J(Zm)<~C and 

m r ..._> 
II(J ) (Zm)ll<E~), O, 

- { tZm-pmH'(Zm)  = ~m, IlEmll~r-->0. (A28) 

Again, as for (P.S) or (P.S)m, this leads to an a priori estimate of the type: 

I[zmllE=llzmlle.<~C. Hence, for a subsequence denoted again by (Zm), one has Zm---~Z 

weakly in E, zm-->z strongly in L r, Vr, l~<r<~ and z~ ~ in R 2N. In view of (A 20), we 

also know that H'(Zm)-->H'(z) strongly in L 2. Consequently, emH'(zm)-->H'(z) (as 

m-->+~), strongly in L 2 and, afortiori ,  strongly in E'. Thus we are in the following 

situation 

~,,, = h,n + e,~ (A 29) 

L 2 E 
with hm--->h, ZO,,,-->Z ~ ZI--->Z weakly and Ilem[lt~),--->0. This implies in particular that $=h. 

By (A27) for all m~>l, we have 

IlZm__emzll2Em . . . .  2 o 0 2  =[IZm-e zll(Em),+lZm - z  IR21~ 

(where we have used the fact that (Pmz)'=P"$).  Whence, 

IlZm--P~zlI~ <~ {llh.-P~hll~E->, + Ilemllee.,,}Z+lz• -z~ (A 30) 

m Since [Ihm-emhll~e.),.~Cllhm-e hilL2---,0, as m-->+~, it follows from (A30) that 
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IIZ,,--Pmzlle~=llzm--PmZlle converges to 0 as m--*+~. This shows that zm-~z in E. We 

have proved thereby that J satisfy (P.S)*. 

Palais-Smale conditions for K. The arguments to show that K verifies (P.S), 

(P.S)m and (P.S)* are very similar to the preceding ones. Therefore, as an example, we 

just sketch the proof of (P.S). 

Let (z,) be a sequence in E such that K(Zn)<~C and K'(zn)=e,--~O in E'. We denote 

K(z)=J(z)-T(z) with T(z)=)Cz(z) (jr, z) for some fixed a~>l. As in (5.6), we have 

Z'(z) =~(llzllT:~+?,)tp + l) (f,z> IzlP-lz+Za(X)f. (A31) 

We have the following estimate 

IIT'(z)IIL~+,,,,<~c, Vz~E. (A32) 

Indeed, p-1 2,~ IIIzl zllL~+,,,=(s Izl'+'} "~+1) and I(f, z>l~<llzllL~+, show that 

II T'(z)IIL~+,,,, ~< C~ o(llzll~+?,)I Izll~+?, + CXo(Z). 

Using (5.2), (5.4) and (5.5), we derive (A32). From (A32) we know that 

P t t -- . ~  I<T (z~), zo> I, I<Z (z~),z+~ >1, I<T (z,),z~ >1-~ CIIzoll~. (A33) 

This in turn allows one to repeat the argument used in (A 6)-  (A l l). Indeed, since 

IT(z,,)I<~CIIznlIE, w e  k n o w  that 

�89 - H(z,) <- c+ CIIznllE (A 34) 

- ~ Z n - H ' ( z n ) - T ' ( Z n )  = en--~O in E'. (A35) 

Thus, multiplying (A 35) by z, and using (A 34) yield 

fo2"H'(z,,).z,,,fo2"H(z,,),fo2'~lz,~lP+',foZ'~lH'(z,,),~'<~C+C[Iz,~[[~. (A36) 

+ 
Then, multiplying (A 35) by z, and z~- and using (A 33) lead to the same conclusions as 

before, that is, IIz.lle is bounded. Lastly, when z,--*z weakly in E, it is easily seen that 

T'(z,)-->T'(z) in L 2, whence in E'. Thus, one derives the strong convergence of z, in E 

from (A 35) by using (A 22) in the same way as we did for J. 

The proof of Proposition A is thereby complete. [] 
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P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  6. I 1. With the notations introduced in the appendix,  L e m m a  6.11 

reads as follows: 

where 

(Klem)':Em--~ (Era) ' is a Fredholm operator  of  null index 

SO 2~z K(z)  = 1A(z) - H(z)  d t - z  a(Z) (f ,  Z ~. 

H satisfies (A 1 ) - ( A  3). Fur thermore  H satisfies: 

HEC2(R2n ,  R).  =Is>0 and C , C '  such that IIr '. (A3')  

In order  to prove L e m m a  6.11, we compute  the second derivative of  K m= Kle: Let  

(h, w)E E" .  Then  we find: 

S S ((Km)"h, w) = - gh.  w d t -  H"(z) h.  w dt 

Let  

SO 2~r A~ (h, w)  = - g h . w  d t+  h ~ w ~ (A 38) 

where h ~ and w ~ are the orthogonal  projections of  h and w on E ~ and h ~ w ~ denotes  their 

scalar product  in R 2n, and let 

~ ( z )  (h, w)  = (Kin)" h" w-A~(Z) (h, w).  (A 39) 

Both A~ and ~(z)  are cont inuous bilinear and symmetric forms on Em. Hence ,  they 

can be written in the Era-scalar product ,  as follows: 

A~ (h, w) = (Lh,  w)e  (A 40) 

where 

L h  = h + - h - + h  ~ (A41) 
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(h +, h -  and h ~ are the or thogonal  project ions of  h onto E § E - ,  E ~ respectively)  and 

~(z)  (h, w) = (Rh, w)e. (A42) 

It  is not difficult, but technical ,  to see that the linear opera tor  R: E~---~E '~ is compac t .  

This fact  is due to (A 3')  and to the compac t  embedding of  E into (Lr(Si)) 2N for  any 

r ~ l .  Fur the rmore ,  the opera to r  L is obviously  invertible, with a cont inuous linear 

inverse.  Hence ,  the ope ra to r  

h--~ Lh +Rh 

is F redholm of  null index (notice that  L and R are self-adjoint operators) .  But  this 

opera to r  is exact ly  the second derivative of  K m expressed  in the Era-scalar product .  

Hence ,  L e m m a  6.11 is proved.  [] 
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